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Events Calendar
Australian Skeptics (Vic) Inc – Terry Kelly
GPO Box 5166, Melbourne VIC 3001
Tel: 1 800 666 996 vic@skeptics.com.au

Canberra Skeptics – Pierre Le Count
PO Box 555, Civic Square, ACT 2608
Tel: (02) 6121 4483 act1@skeptics.com.au

Skeptics’ Café – Third Monday of every month,
with guest speaker. La Notte, 140 Lygon St.
Meal from 6pm, speaker at 8pm sharp.

•

•

•

•
•
•

15 June
Dr Dick Gunstone: Why Intelligent Design
has No Place in Science Education
20 July
Dr Andrew Prentice: 40th Anniversary
of the First Moon Landing
17 August
Peter Bowditch: The Anti Vaccination Lobby
21 September – TBA

More details on our web site www.skeptics.com.au/vic

Borderline Skeptics – Russell Kelly
PO Box 17, Mitta Mitta, Victoria 3701
Tel: (02) 6072 3632 skeptics@wombatgully.com.au
NSW Skeptics Inc – Eran Segev

PO Box 262, Roseville, NSW 2069 Tel: 0432 713 195
Fax: (02) 8088 4735 president@skeptics.com.au
Sydney Skeptics in the Pub - First Thursday
of the month, all months of the year at the
Crown Hotel, Corner of Goulburn & Elizabeth
Streets in the city. 6pm, meeting upstairs.

Hunter Skeptics Inc – John Turner
Ph: (02) 4959 6286 johnafturner@westnet.com.au
We produce a 4-page e-newsletter six times a year; contact
the newsletter editor (kevinmcdonald@hotkey.net.au)
to add your email address to receive the e-newsletter.
Meetings are held upstairs at The Kent Hotel,
Hamilton on the first Monday of each evennumbered month, commencing 7.30pm, with
a guest speaker on an interesting topic.

Gold Coast Skeptics – Lilian Derrick
PO Box 8348, GCMC Bundall, QLD 9726
Tel: (07) 5593 1882 Fax: (07) 5593 2776
lderrick@bigpond.net.au

You’ve just missed showings of “Flock of Dodos” and
“FLOW - For Love Of Water”. Contact Lilian if you
are in the area to find out news of more events.

Queensland Skeptics
Association Inc – Bob Bruce

PO Box 1388 Coorparoo DC 4151
Tel: (07) 3255 0499 qskeptic@uq.net.au
Meeting with guest speaker on the last Monday of every
month at the Red Brick Hotel, 81 Annerly Rd, South
Brisbane. Meal from 6pm, speaker at 7.30pm.
See our web site for details: www.qldskeptics.com
•

•
•

29 June
Dr Geoffrey Spurling - “Healthy Skepticism”
countering misleading drug promotion.
http://www.healthyskepticism.org/
27 July
“Entomology” Where have all the Insects gone?
31 August
“Anti-Vax” and Swine Flu: Public
Health Interventions in C21

•

16 June
Professor Jenny Graves XY Chromosomes and Intelligence
13 July
Dr Christian Barry Ethical Failures and Personal Responsibilities
13 August
Rod Lambert Why Science is Failing to Communicate

Monthly talks usually take place at the Innovations Theatre
at the ANU. Dates and topics are subject to change.
For up-to-date details, visit our web site at:
http://finch.customer.netspace.net.au/skeptics/

Skeptics SA – Laurie Eddie

52B Miller St Unley, SA 5061
Tel: (08) 8272 5881 laurieeddie@adam.com.au
Thinking and Drinking - Skeptics in the Pub, on the
third Friday of every month - http://www.meetup.
com/Thinking-and-Drinking-Skeptics-in-the-Pub/
calendar/10205558 or http://tinyurl.com/loqdrt

WA Skeptics – Dr John Happs
PO Box 466, Subiaco, WA 6904
Tel: (08) 9448 8458 info@undeceivingourselves.com
•

Tuesday 21 July
Meeting at Grace Vaughan House, 7:30 pm.
Dr Jeremy Northcote, author of The Paranormal
and the Politics of Truth will speak on the
role of indoctrination in debates about the
paranormal. The programme will include
the usual skeptic news and a brief report
on this year’s WA Skeptics Awards.

Further details of all our meetings and speakers are
on our website at www.undeceivingourselves.com
Additionally, we have just teed up an additional
speaker for our November meeting: Joanne Nova
will tell us about taking science to the streets
and her Skeptics Guide to Climate Change.

Australian Skeptics in Tasmania – Leyon Parker
PO Box 582, North Hobart TAS 7002
Tel: 03 6238 2834 BH, 0418 128713
parkerley@yahoo.com.au

Darwin Skeptics

Brian de Kretser
Tel: (08) 8927 4533
brer23@swiftdsl.com.au
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SWINE FLU
SCAM ALERT
With the growing world-wide threat of Swine Flu
(or the H1N1 virus) the public is alerted to various
fake or scam products purporting to be either
treatments or preventatives for this deadly disease.
These fake treatments go under the banner of

Homeopathic Medicines.

There is NO effective Homeopathic treatment or
Homeopathic treatments are nothing more than
sugar pills or water and are in fact the same as placebos.
(Fake medicine used in medical research.) They contain nothing.
Do not get conned by anyone selling Homeopathic treatment
for Swine Flu, Meningococcal Meningitis or any other serious or
life threatening disease. These people are putting
you and your families’ health at great risk.
You are encouraged to report any such scammers
to your government’s health department.
If you are concerned about Swine Flu,
seek the advice of a

.

www.youngausskeptics.com

Editorial

Publish, and Be Damned!

Goodbye, Hello
Hello everyone!
Karen resigned,
so I am the acting
editor for this issue;
a permanent editor
will be appointed in
July. Those who know
Karen will already
know the reasons for
her resignation; for others it remains shrouded in
mystery. Her editorship produced the previous
issue of The Skeptic in a striking new format, and
I have continued the idea; you will see there
are a lot of Web references in all articles, and
that’s where printed magazines are heading.
The long-term aim for The Skeptic is to sell
it through newsagents and to advance its
readability and appearance while keeping its
content readable, informative and entertaining.
To that end, I would encourage writers of
articles and letters to keep contributions short!
We don’t want dry academic articles - this
is not a peer-reviewed academic journal.
I’ve added some more new things in this issue
- poetry, cartoons and puzzles - please e-mail
me with what you think of these, and any other
comments you may have! I’d love to hear from you!

Skeptics are interested in a diverse
range of topics: science and
pseudoscience, urban myths and
legends, magic and the paranormal,
scams, hoaxes, creationism, cults,
beliefs, practices and many more.
The Skeptic welcomes contributions
that investigate, discuss and apply
critical thinking to these themes.
We invite you to submit Articles,
Reviews, Reports and Letters to the
Editor to: editor@skeptics.com.au
Reports and articles should
be about 1500 words, letters to
the editor no more than 400.

Submission Deadlines
August 1, 2009
November 1, 2009
February 1, 2010
May 1, 2010

Steve Roberts - Acting Editor
editor@skeptics.com.au
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Around the Traps
Australian Skeptics
are a Bunch of Twits
You’ve got to keep up with the times.
These days that in itself is almost a
full time activity. To help us and you
at least try, Australian Skeptics are
now on Twitter. You can subscribe
and receive regular skeptical updates
by visiting the twitter web site. You
can also join our Facebook page by
searching for ‘Australian Skeptics’.
www.twitter.com/austskeptics

Fly Me to the Moon
2009 International Year of
Astronomy is being celebrated at,
among other places, the web site
365DaysOfAstronomy.org where
there is a podcast for every day of
the year. For 14 May 2009 the item
was “A Tour of Sydney Observatory,
by the Skeptic Zone podcast” in which
our own Tiffany Day interviewed
Geoff Wyatt, the Senior Astronomy
Educator and learned about
the history and research of the
Observatory. The Skeptic Zone
podcast for Science and Reason is
found at www.skepticzone.tv

From the editorial team

For Heaven’s Snakes!
We see that the Queensland
creationists are offering snakehandling courses. For $2.50 you can
get your paws on a real elongated
reptile, and discuss it with the
qualified zoologist who exhibits them.  
This is quite different, however, from
the snake-handlers of West Virginia
who claim immunity, having read
what some versions of the Bible stick
on the end of the Gospel of Mark
“And these signs shall follow them that
believe; In my name ... they shall take up
serpents ...”. The fact that the serpents
gravely injure and even kill some
of the faithful is interpreted as the
Lord simply showing everyone that
the danger is real! Anyway, snake
handling has come to Queensland,
but the snakes are harmless –
what do you expect for $2.50?

the case in public for years, but she
has now broken her silence in a book.
Jomanda and her co-defendants, two
other alternative healers, are being
prosecuted because they allegedly
convinced Millecam that she did not
have cancer, but simply a bacterial
infection which could be treated, and
advised her against pursuing her
standard treatment. The two doctors
have already been disciplined by
the medical community, and one of
them has even been banned from
practicing any form of medicine.
http://sanviblog.blogspot.
com/2009/04/jomandamillecam-died-because-of.html
(reported by Bart Olmer)
http://jomandawatch.blogspot.com/

God the Lead-Foot
Meanwhile in Pennsylvania, a hapless
priest, driving away from his church
after blessing the congregation,
mowed some of them down with
his car. One victim, aged 89, died a
few hours later. In a state of shock,
the priest said that the accelerator
of his car “went on its own”, and he
could not stop the car. The church
called for prayers (but not for car
maintenance, which might avoid
further miracles of this nature).

Worm Waters in the UK
Not a Dutch Treat
Johanna Wilhelmina Petronella
Damman (60), aka ‘healing medium’
Jomanda, is about now appearing
in court in Amsterdam, accused
of inflicting grievous bodily harm
to and withholding the necessary
medical care from comedian Sylvia
Millecam, who died of breast cancer.
Medium Jomanda has not discussed
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Exotic fish and even some of the coral
kept disappearing from a tank at a
British aquarium. On dismantling
the display rock by rock, the culprit
was revealed: a huge polychaete
sea-worm called Barry had grown up
in the tank. An ugly, nasty piece of
work – God must have been having
a bad day when she created this
one. There’s a thought – can God
suffer from PMT? Anyway, what
I want to know is – how do they
know that the worm is called Barry?

Another Barry
Meanwhile our own Barry Williams,
having retired from the Skeptics, is
still working hard and on 1 February
it appears that he began a new job,
as Patriarch Kirill I of Moscow. Here
he is, in his new working clothes.

historical documents from the Vatican
Secret Archives http://asv.vatican.va
... which raises the notion that they
are not really secret, are they?
To look at the images on the DVDs,
the Vatican recommends IrfanView
... one of our favourite programs.
Since this is freeware, it’d be neat if
the Pope could offer an indulgence
or two to people who actually make
a donation for it. Why IrfanView?
Not every software application
gets a Papal blessing, you know.
Its inventor lives in Austria, not
far from where the current Pope
was born, in a Bavarian town on
the river Inn. We had better not
stray further off-topic than this ...

Skeptical Screens
“Life would be easier if I were
gullible” says the protagonist in the
new film THE SKEPTIC, in USA
cinemas soon. Strange big house,
dark and stormy night, spooky noises,
bodies falling down the big staircase,
and every other possible cliché. Great
fun .... whoo, whoo ... argghhh

Hunting for Skeptics

(www.kremlin.ru)

Looking at Galileo
2009, the International Year of
Astronomy, marks the anniversary of
the astronomical use of the telescope.
Curiously, Galileo didn’t invent the
telescope (as far as we know, it was
various Dutchmen in 1608) and he
wasn’t the first person to study the
night sky with one. That was Thomas
Harriot, who observed and sketched
the Moon on 26 July 1609; the Poms
are going wild with a celebration on
the 400th anniversary. Harriot had
the wisdom to be too idle to publish
anything – he was in enough political
trouble already. Centuries after his
death, his papers were discovered,
revealing his Moon observation and
a number of profound mathematical
discoveries. Meanwhile, Galileo was
getting into ever deeper strife with
the Church for discovering stuff; but
in 1992 the Pope admitted that maybe
the Earth was not stationary after
all, and in March 2008 the Vatican
proposed to rehabilitate Galileo (they
have not done it yet; these things take
time, you know). You can download
the papers of Galileo’s trial, and
buy DVDs of those and many other

The Hunter Skeptics, a group based in
Newcastle, NSW, recently became an
incorporated organization, adopting
a constitution and electing office
bearers. The Hunter Skeptics Inc.
meets on the first Monday of each
even-numbered month upstairs
at The Kent Hotel, Beaumont
Street, Hamilton, commencing
7.30pm.  The office-bearers are:
President:
John Turner
johnafturner@westnet.com.au
Ph: (02) 4959 6286
Vice-President & Public Officer:
Peter Williams
Secretary & Newsletter Editor:
Kevin McDonald
kevinmcdonald@hotkey.net.au
Treasurer:
Peter Clarke
Other committee members:
Ralph Seccombe, Petro Holowinskyj
At the most recent meeting, Kevin
McDonald gave an illustrated
talk on the topic: Why Should
I Believe What I Am Told?
Steve adds: My home town of
Melbourne shares something with
Newcastle – at 16:28 on March the
18th I was sitting at home when I
heard some sort of heavy thump
outside, which I later discovered
was a minor earthquake. But as
for Sydney: no great shakes.

www.sonnyradio.com
Infuriatingly cheerful, positive,
amusing or interesting clips on
the web at www.sonnyradio.com
– More positive than a bucketful
of protons. But with some pretty
stupid adverts. Bah, h’mph.

Let Sleeping Brains Lie
Researchers at the Dept of Homeland
Security are trying to record noises
of the human brain during a period
of calm – which of course rarely
happens when the DHS are about
- and playing them back to soothe
the nerves in times of stress. The
New Scientist magazine blogged
this, and someone pointed out that
sounds of the bowel would also
be useful for constipation. Well,
what would you rather have the
DHS spending their time and vast
budget on instead? Ironically this
concept could be used as a weapon
... broadcast the sounds of a stressed
brain and cause mass panic.
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An Illness by Any
Other Name
Pigs might fly, but now we have
Swine Flu. It was renamed too
late, after various persons and even
governments rushed to exploit the
name as an excuse to incite racist
pogroms and sabotage the profitable
sale of pork. Google calls it “H1N1
Swine Flu” thus simultaneously
enacting and nullifying the new
name. You can see the progress
of the disease at www.flutracker.
rhizalabs.com - where the map
alarmingly starts off with the
Australian East Coast and all of
New Zealand missing off the edge.

Atheists go Back to School
Atheists in Britain, having placed
their adverts successfully on the
side of many London buses, are
encouraging UK schools to form
Atheist Societies, which would
meet and consider how silly nearly
all the religious beliefs are. There
will also be summer camps free of
religious indoctrination – the kids can
have fun instead. Leeds University
Atheist Society has experienced
“discrimination, vandalism, theft
and death threats from religious
groups on campus”. Welcome to
the religious community, fellas!

Aliens in the Head Lights
A team of very clever folks now
working at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (the US
standards body) is developing a new
way of identifying extraterrestrial
life by bouncing light off planets and
looking for polarisation induced by
the non-random chirality (left- or
right- handedness) of molecules,
which any form of life is very likely
to show. It’s a very neat idea and
we wish them well, but so far, they
have failed to detect the Earth in this
way. http://tinyurl.com/dkxvq9
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More Movie Deception?

Pushing into the Pub

Someone has interviewed AIDS
researchers without properly
identifying themselves and then
taken their replies out of context
for an AIDS-denialist movie. Dr
Daniel Kuritzkes, an HIV expert,
was interviewed by AIDS denialists
who later edited his remarks to bring
them out of context for a film.  This
is what happened when Australian
Creationists interviewed Prof Richard
Dawkins a number of years ago for
the amazingly funny movie From
a Frog to a Prince and also only last
year for the Ben Stein documentary
Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed :
• http://tinyurl.com/ctznvz9
• http://tinyurl.com/orkjsz
• http://tinyurl.com/332muh

Sydney Skeptics in the Pub is proving
so popular that after 4 years patrons
have been moved into a much larger
room. The only problem is that we
are now running out of room in the
new room! It is pleasing to see so
many younger people coming along
to find out that skeptics are not all
grumpy old men. Sydney Skeptics
in the Pub, 6pm first Thursday of
the month at the Crown Hotel in
the city, near Museum Station.

USA Invaded Again!
Red lights over a New Jersey town
when Chris Russo and Joe Rudy, of
Morris County, New Jersey USA, tied
flares to helium balloons as part of a
“social experiment”. We like the URL
for this. No, they were not traditional
English dancers, they were not taken
into a UFO and they remained at zero
volts. Still, it makes you wonder what
UFO aliens would deduce if they did
abduct a side of Morris Dancers.
http://www.nj.com/news/
index.ssf/2009/04/two_morris_
men_charged_in_ufo.html

Kazakhstan and its
Alien Landscape
Kazakhstan is a country long
sympathetic to the needs of space
travellers, as indeed it should be
since it contains a leading spacelaunch facility and a mighty swag
of ICBMs. The Kazakh Government
is going to build a UFO base and
alien embassy to welcome the little
green, blue, pink and purple visitors
from far, far away: http://www.
allnewsweb.com/page6696692.php

Wine by the Stars
Wine, like just about anything else
you can imagine, has horoscopes. But
what about the time when the grapes
are picked? Isn’t that more like the
“birth” of the wine? So (in southernhemisphere Australia, home of
the world’s very finest wines) a
Taurus wine would be OK, but a
Capricorn wine would probably be
a bit iffy. I’m still feasting on my
Homeopathic Grange Hermitage
– it keeps coming out of the tap!
• www.boingboing.
net/2009/04/18/ukwine-sellers-decl.html
• www.melbournewater.com.au

A Long Time Ago but
not Far, Far Away...
With groups like the ‘Australian
Vaccination Network’ doing all
they can to convince parents not to
vaccinate children, we sometimes
must look to a high FORCE for
guidance. In the late 1970s, a
government sponsored campaign,
both here and in the USA, used
C3PO and R2D2 from Star Wars
to remind parents to do the right
thing. With NSW in the grip of a
Whooping Cough epidemic, we
wonder if these beloved characters
might be brought out of retirement
to battle ‘the dark side’.

Very, Very Bad Advice

Land of the Conventions

Our undercover snoops have been
busy once again at the Pregnancy,
Babies and Childrens Expo in
Sydney. Readers will remember how
in 2005 we caught out the Australian
Homeopathic Association Inc.
when at the same expo they advised
parents to avoid real vaccination
and instead to use their nonsensical
magic potions (http://tinyurl.com/
owgus6). While we may have scared
these homeopaths away, magical
thinking was well represented this
year at the stand of the Chiropractic
Association of Australia NSW
Ltd. When they asked about
vaccination, our agents were given
an anti-vaccination magazine from
the USA with Jenny McCarthy and
Jim Carrey on the cover, and told
to visit the web site of the infamous
Australian Vaccination Network. We
fear that many young parents also
received this irresponsible advice.

More Aussies than ever are heading
over to the USA this year for James
Randi’s The Amazing Meeting (Las
Vegas) in July and Dragon*Con
(Atlanta) in September. Both of
these conventions are a gold-mine
of skeptical information, skeptical
super stars and wild parties. Take
our advice and sell the car, cat and
what’s left of your soul to attend.
You can see some of the madness
here: http://tinyurl.com/bkf8q4

(E=mc2) = Boop-boop-a-doop!
If there is one thing we love at
Australian Skeptics it’s a good illusion
and this one’s a corker. Take a look
at Albert Einstein then hold the page
at arm’s lengh or further to reveal
another icon of the 20th Century.

Un-Hinn-ged

Following the Leader
Congratulations to Eran Segev
upon being elected President of
Australian Skeptics NSW, replacing
the scourge of the quacks, Peter
Bowditch. Eran is joined by new Vice
President Dr Rachael Dunlop and
continuing Vice President Richard
Saunders. The ever level-headed
Martin Hadley is Treasurer with
John Sweatman Secretary. Readers
will be pleased to know that Barry
Williams has returned from Russia
and has joined the committee.

More torture for our 007s as they
sat through almost 3½ hours of a
Benny Hinn Miracle Crusade at the
Sydney Entertainment Centre. The
sermons were long, impenetrable
biblical double talk mixed with
Hinn’s own prophecy. (We are sorry
to report that there will be nuclear
war in the Middle East within five
years!) These were interspersed
with very long (over 20 minutes)
songs from Hinn and others, pleas
for money (which he assured would
be returned 100 fold before the year
was out) and at long last the famous
‘healings’. Strange that Hinn started
this routine by ‘healing’ the gaggle
of Pastors who had been seated on
the stage throughout. The acting
was rubbish, with grown men
falling about the stage with a wave
of the hand of the now raving and
ranting Hinn. The crowd lapped
it up but our agents left disgusted
and escaped the circus. Give us Star
Trek any day. At least Captain Kirk
and Mr Spock are more believable.

Finding Gold Online
Dr Ben Goldacre’s best selling
book Bad Science was released in
paperback in the UK last month
with the infamous ‘missing chapter’.
This chapter deals with the libel
case brought against Goldacre and
the Guardian newspaper by vitamin
dealer Matthias Rath. Entitled The
doctor will sue you now, it is available
online for free at:
www.badscience.net/2009/04/
matthias-rath-steal-this-chapter
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Feature

Anti Vaccination Network
Dr Rachie Reports
Dr Rachael Dunlop writes for the Sceptic’s Book of Pooh Pooh (http://scepticsbook.com),
the Skeptic Zoners blog (http://skepticzone.wordpress.com) and presents
Dr Rachie Reports fortnightly, as part of the Skeptic Zone podcast (www.skepticzone.tv).

The anti-vaccination lobby are
doing untold damage in Australia.
Commercial television does not have a reputation for
accurate or responsible scientific reporting.  So it was
to the relief and surprise of the medical and scientific
community that Australia’s Channel 7 Sunday Night
programme recently aired a positive, well researched and
scientifically based story on the dangers of not vaccinating.
The report centred around the death of four week old
Dana McCaffery from whooping cough (pertussis). Dana
was too young to be vaccinated,
but lived in an area where many
parents choose to not vaccinate
their children, so that the combined
immunity of the population is low.
Together with an adult vaccination
rate as low as 10% (largely due to
those not knowing their booster
shots wane after ten years), this
has created a whooping cough
epidemic. Children who contract
pertussis are given antibiotics to
prevent transmission, but this
does not cure the disease. There
is no cure for whooping cough.
Dana’s parents, Toni and David,
made the brave decision to speak
out. What resulted on Channel 7’s
Sunday Night was a wake-up call
for parents who don’t vaccinate.
Viewers saw ghastly footage of
tiny babies with pertussis, and
heard of the heartbreak from the
parents. Dana’s paediatrician, who was unable to save
her, implored parents to vaccinate, not only to protect
the lives of their own children, but others as well.
Australia’s anti-vax lobby, the misleadingly entitled
Australian Vaccination Network1 were given limited air
time. Concerning measles and whooping cough, their
Meryl Dorey quipped: “You didn’t die from it 30 years ago
and you’re not going to die from it today”. But the statistics
tell a different story. According to the Department of
Health and Ageing, over sixteen children under twelve
months of age have died from pertussis in Australia
since 19932. And this year alone, three have died.
The current epidemic puts many more at risk.
Across Australia, 8,041 people have been reported
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as infected, compared to 1,554 at the same time
last year. On the North Coast of NSW, the health
service received notification of 549 cases in the
region, compared to 122 for the same period in 20083.
For every 200 children infected, one will die.
Part of the reason for the resurgence in cases is the
drop in vaccination rates.  Children get their first shot
for whooping cough at two months as part of the DTaP
vaccine, which immunises them for diptheria, tetanus
and pertussis. The Far North Coast region of NSW,
encompassing Byron Bay, Lismore, and Alstonville, an
area known for its alternative lifestyles, has one of the
lowest rates of vaccination in the
country. Perhaps it is no coincidence
that this area is also the home of
the AVN, and where much of their
scaremongering and campaigning
against vaccination takes place.
As part of their mission statement
the AVN state: “Our goal is to empower
people everywhere to make informed health
choices for their families and themselves”.
But it is very difficult to make an
informed decision when the AVN
are presenting misleading or simply
wrong information to the public; for
example whooping cough is described
as “nothing more than a bad cough”.
Whooping cough is much, much
worse than “a bad cough”. It is
characterized by a vicious hacking
cough followed by an intake of
breath, making the sound of a
‘whoop’. Complications occur almost
exclusively in unvaccinated people, including seizures
and pneumonia, and in babies under six months of age
these can be life threatening. Children with whooping
cough will often turn blue in the face due to lack of
oxygen.  Coughing fits can be so violent that they are
immediately followed by vomiting, and even hernias
and cracked ribs. Other complications of pertussis
include ear infections, haemorrhage, pneumonia (the
main cause of death), slowed or stopped breathing, brain
damage due to lack of oxygen, convulsions, coma and
death. Whooping cough usually lasts six to ten weeks,
but victims can suffer from repeated infections for up to
two years more. If Dana McCaffery had survived she
would have likely had brain damage and organ failure.

Online Version - www.skeptics.com.au

Feature
The Channel 7 story was intended to be “... a wake-up
message to parents about the vaccination debate, which needs to
end right now”4. And it was! But it was also a rare example
of responsible scientific reporting, with the take-home
message that choosing to not vaccinate your kids not
only puts their health at risk but also the health of others.
Although the anti-vax lobby did get some input, what
they got was minimal and made them look irresponsible.
So it was no surprise that they flooded Channel 7 with
complaints about bias; but on the other hand the producer
on the story, Rebecca LeTourneau, said: “There was a very,
very large response from people who were grateful, for two
reasons, firstly because they were pro-vaccination or they were
in the medical or scientific community, and secondly parents
who were just genuinely confused ... and they thanked us”.

My opinion is that the anti-vaxers displayed blatant
disrespect for David and Toni and a complete lack
of remorse for the death of Dana. Meryl Dorey even
mispronounced Dana’s name when addressing Toni
and David. But worse still, I was sitting beside David
McCaffery and we both clearly heard “it was only one baby”.
David leaned over to me and simply said, “it was my baby”.
After the debate went to air, the anti-vaxers again
went hysterical. On top of complaints about the way
they were again portrayed by Channel 7, they found an
interview I had done with Rebecca Le “Turncoat” (as they
were now calling her) where she outlined her reasons
for taking a science based approach to the story. This
only increased their fury, and this time they took their
complaints to the ABC media watch-dog programme

Dr Rachael Dunlop with David and Toni McCaffery as seen on Sunday Night,
supported by Richard Saunders and Peter Bowditch
To my dismay, and as a direct result of accusations
of one-sided reporting from the anti-vaxers, Channel 7
agreed to conduct a follow-up “debate” which would
take the form of a panel, consisting of Professor Peter
McIntyre from the National Centre for Immunisation
Research & Surveillance and a “pro-choice” GP, Dr
Giselle Cooke (who strongly objected to being referred
to as an anti-vaxer yet has not administered a vaccine
for eighteen years). Despite pressure from the anti-vax
lobby, Rebecca LeTourneau excluded Meryl Dorey from
the panel, saying “we wanted the scientists and doctors
... to answer people’s questions with scientific facts and
figures”. The anti-vaxers were in the audience, however,
along with supporters of science (including myself),
and the bereaved parents David and Toni McCaffery,
who made the tortured decision to sit alongside the
anti-vax lobby. This was especially brave in light of
the fact that they had received disturbing mail to their
home, emails, posts on the Facebook page set up in
memory of Dana, plus paraphernalia from the AVN
following her death. Some of this information used
mistruths to discourage the family from speaking
out, suggesting it would do more harm than good.
Meryl Dorey attempted to dominate the debate
from early on, but was soundly put in her place
several times by the moderator Mike Munro. When
he asked for her medical qualifications, she exclaimed
“Twenty years of research” and “I have a brain”.

Media Watch and tried to get SBS’s Insight programme
to repeat the debate but this time to do it “properly”.
I object to the term “debate” being used with
respect to vaccination.  A plethora of scientific evidence
supports the effectiveness of vaccinations in preventing
suffering and disease, worldwide. Smallpox has been
(virtually) eradicated, as a direct result of vaccination.
The anti-vaxers continually screech that they want
more information - but only information that fits their
agenda. And some of the information they provide to
their members is simply inaccurate. In 2002 Meryl Dorey
claimed: “When we look back at the history in Australia, we
see that these bacterial meningitis infections have increased
exponentially ... since mass vaccination was introduced ...”.
Wrong!  According to figures from the Department of
Health and Ageing, in 2003, the notification rate for
meningococcal decreased by 39%, while the hospitalisation
rate decreased by 47%. These events coincided with
the introduction of the national meningococcal C
immunisation program in January 2003. She went on
to say: “... Why is that? Because vaccination by its very
nature can suppress the immune system.” Wrong again!
Vaccinations introduce small amounts of the bacteria
or virus into the body to elicit an immune response,
which creates antibodies without having the associated
disease. Precisely the opposite of “suppressing” - your
immune system has swung into action beforehand
so that when you are subsequently challenged by
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the infection, your body is primed for action.
speak out after reading comments to media and blog
The anti-vax lobby also falsely claim that
sites that dismissed the severity of whooping cough,
vaccines cause all manner of illnesses from
claims of ‘only one baby’, and criticisms that she had not
autism and shaken baby syndrome. There is no
acted quickly enough to save Dana. “We are distressed
scientific evidence supporting this claim.
that groups such as the AVN are intent on dismissing
They gushed with vitriol following Professor
the severity of pertussis or proving that it did not kill
Peter McIntyre’s statement that vaccines are not 100%
Dana. We have read false claims that she was sick from
safe or effective, but vaccines have never been claimed
birth, immune-compromised from the HiB vaccine or
to be 100% safe - only much safer than contracting
died as a result of the antibiotics or medical treatment
the corresponding diseases.  You can find reams of
she received. This is wrong, extremely hurtful and we
information about adverse reactions published on
fear this could mislead parents and expose a child to a
Australian government websites5. There is certainly no
very dangerous disease.” These fears are well-founded.
big government conspiracy to conceal this information.
Ms Dorey contacted the Director of Public Health for
No effective medical intervention is 100% safe. Take
North Coast Area Health Service on 12 March, two
aspirin, for example: in small
days after Dana’s death was
doses it relieves pain, in
confirmed, claiming that the
large doses it causes serious
department was misleading
Lines on the Return of Polio
gastrointestinal bleeding, liver
the public in attributing the
toxicity, and stomach ulcers.
baby’s death to pertussis.
A mother, doing what she thinks is right
Unfortunately, some children
On the flip, the family
Believes the lies and chooses now to fight;
will suffer severe adverse
has
received significant
She will not vaccinate. She is too young;
reactions to vaccines, but these
support from the scientific
How quickly we forgot the iron lung.
incidents are rare and far less
and medical communities.
damaging than complications
Immediately following the
From “The Digital Cuttlefish, Vol. 1”
from the disease itself. As an
first Sunday Night report, I
www.digitalcuttlefish.blogspot.com
example, the adverse response
notified sceptical colleagues
Book available via http://www.lulu.com
to the DTaP vaccine is known
across the globe who took up
as Hypotonic-Hyporesponsive
the story. Phil Plait, Steve
Episodes, and in 2005 there
Novella (who also interviewed
were 1.33 cases per 100 000
me for the Skeptics Guide
doses of DTaP vaccine reported to the Adverse
to the Universe), Ben Goldacre, PZ Myers, Skepchick,
Drugs Reactions Advisory Committee. Subsequent
plus many others blogged the story or linked to my
follow-up studies showed no long term damage.
blog. A Facebook page called “Stop the Australian
When the alternative is suffering or death, and of
Vaccination Network”8 has been set-up to expose the
a small child at that, there can be no debate, and
misinformation and half-truths spread by the AVN.
we see that many anti-vax arguments are based
If you think the AVN are doing damage,
on pseudo-science, misinformation and lies.
electronically sign the petition9 to be sent to Federal
The AVN sees fit to accuse of being bribed to
Health Minister, Nicola Roxon. Show your support
vaccinate, since providers receive a financial incentive,
for the McCafferys by joining their Facebook page10.
whilst parents also receive a cash bonus payment when
You can watch the stories on YouTube 11, 12.
they complete the full immunisation schedule. This
scheme was introduced in 19976, when only 53% of
References
Australian children were fully immunised for their
age. Yet, in a clear example of dishonesty, the AVN
1.
http://avn.org.au/library/
neglect to mention that they themselves have access
2.
http://tinyurl.com/oycns8
to the parents’ bonus payment through an exemption
3.
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clause of the Maternity Immunisation Allowance5!
php?storyid=636&siteid=142
The fact that only 66% of children living on
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the Northern Coast of NSW are fully vaccinated is
5.
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obviously a major factor in the tragic death of Dana
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McCaffery, but there was also a significant system
6.
http://www.foodsecretariat.health.gov.au/internet/main/
failure by the NSW Department of Health. According
publishing.nsf/Content/health-archiveto Toni McCaffery, she and David were not informed
mediarel-1997-mw1697.htm
of the epidemic, nor were they advised to get booster
7.
http://www.familyassist.gov.au/internet/fao/fao1.
shots. The day after Dana died, the NSW Government
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introduced free booster shots for carers, parents and
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the warning system. As a result, there will be a full
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Australian Skeptics

An Open Letter to...
The Parents of Australia, about Immunisation
Immunisation is acclaimed as one of the greatest achievements of medical science. Since the humble observations
about cowpox made by Edward Jenner in the 1700s, vaccination programmes have saved millions of lives worldwide
and dramatically decreased child mortality and suffering. Diseases such as smallpox are now consigned to history,
whilst polio and tuberculosis have virtually disappeared. Gone are the days of iron lungs and callipers.
Thanks to advances in medical science, every person born in a first world country from the year 2000 onwards
is practically certain to survive throughout childhood.
But sadly there are some people who are vehemently opposed to vaccinations. Whilst they will tell you they are
“pro-choice” not “anti-vax”, their actions indicate otherwise - almost as if they want to remove your choice to have
your children live in a disease-free society.
In America, the anti-vax movement is represented by model Jenny McCarthy and film star Jim Carrey.  In
Australia we have the deceptively entitled “Australian Vaccination Network” (AVN) which spreads
misinformation about the safety and effectiveness of vaccines. They incorrectly claim that vaccines contain
toxic quantities of heavy metals such as mercury as well as aluminium, anti-freeze and formaldehyde.
Further they will tell you that vaccines cause diseases such as autism, despite the fact that as a result of
concerted scientific research, a link between vaccines and autism has been unequivocally dismissed.  

“Love them.

Protect them. Never inject them”

					

– The Australian Vaccination Network

In addition to discouraging parents from vaccinating, the AVN provides incorrect information about the risks and
complications from contacting childhood illnesses. They have stated that Whooping Cough is “just a bad cough” but
in reality, children can suffer from collapsed lungs, cracked ribs, brain damage from lack of oxygen, convulsions, and
about 1 in 200 will develop pneumonia and die. Even those who survive may have persistent chronic symptoms.
Ultimately, the decision to vaccinate or not lies with you, the parent. Before you make your choice we urge you to seek
out unbiased, accurate advice from reputable medical sources. The Australian Vaccination Network is no such source.
Talk to your GP or visit these reliable sources for vaccination information on the web:
Immunise Australia Programme
http://www.immunise.health.gov.au
National Centre for Immunisation Research and Surveillance
http://www.ncirs.usyd.edu.au
Australian Childhood Immunisation Register
http://www.medicareaustralia.gov.au/public/services/acir/index.jsp
The Australian Immunisation Handbook
http://immunise.health.gov.au/internet/immunise/publishing.nsf/Content/Handbook-home
Immunisation myths and realities - responding to arguments against immunisation
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/immunise/publishing.nsf/content/uci-myths-guideprov
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Stephen Fry
A Good Chance to Think
Kylie Sturgess

En route to one of the last filming locations for his new
writing poetry entitled The Ode Less Travelled. You may
have seen him in popular TV shows like Blackadder,
documentary, Last Chance to See, Stephen Fry snapped a
Jeeves
& Wooster and the popular quiz show QI.
quick photo from his hotel window and posted it on the
Stephen
Fry was recently in Australia filming
popular online site ‘Twitter’. The whole Twittosphere
for
his
next
project
– and if you head to the Skeptic
immediately knew where he was, for the arch of the
Zone podcast, you can hear this interview in full.
Sydney Harbour Bridge
was in the background.
Kylie Sturgess: Firstly,
As one of his earliest
you have just returned
Twitter followers, my
from a lengthy around-the
thoughts clicked too:
world investigation based
He was in Sydney, but
upon Douglas Adams’s
for only a short time
book Last Chance to See,
- clearly there was a
written in 1990, which I
still use when teaching
chance not to be missed!
high-school English. What
Within a few hours, I
inspired you to recreate the
had contacted Mr Fry’s
journey that he and Mark
agents and organised an
Carwardine completed?
interview. I should point
out that I live in Perth,
Stephen Fry: Douglas did
but most of the Skeptic
describe it as his favourite
Zone podcast (a topbook and I think that was
rating science podcast
because it changed his
at www.skepticzone.
life, his second chapter if
tv) team live in Sydney.
you like. He never had
With less than twelve
a third chapter because
of his early death, but I
hours’ notice, we found
Stephen Fry (Photo by Johnny Boylan)
know how important it
a venue to interview
was for him to go around
him, and we organised
the
world
and
look
at
the
extraordinary
habitats and
a set of questions. We’re very grateful for his
the rare creatures that relied on them. And caring for
time, and for the adventure we had on both sides
the disappearing species was something he devoted a
of the country organising the interview!
lot of time to. Now, what inspired me to recreate the
journey was firstly, that Douglas’s family asked me
Interview with Stephen Fry
to; plus it was a desire I’ve always had to go into the
wild. Like so many people of my generation I grew up
Stephen Fry is well-known as an English actor,
on natural history on TV, and it never occurred to me
comedian, author, television presenter and director.
that one day I would actually be looking at lions close
During his university years he teamed up with
by, that I’d be with hippopotamuses, gorillas, lemurs,
Hugh Laurie to appear on a whimsical sketch show
rare birds, diving turtles, and all these amazing things
entitled A Bit of Fry and Laurie. He has written
... blue whales breaching in front of your very eyes. It
several very well received books including The Liar,
affected me profoundly, and it affected Douglas.
The Hippopotamus, and half an autobiography called
It’s very hard to say which was my most influential
Moab is My Washpot. More recently he produced a
experience...
there are one or two moments which bring
scholarly but friendly guide to understanding and
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one close to the most ecstatic euphoria that one can ever
experience (without the use of pharmaceuticals or alcohol).
I’d say it was seeing hundreds of green turtles hatching
out of their nest and streaming over the dunes into the
sea. This was off the coast of Malaysia. It’s not until the
female turtle is about 25 years old that she can lay eggs
– that the turtle is fertle, as they’d say in America. She
mates with the male & then she swims in – not necessarily
on a moonlit night, there’s a great mistaken belief that
this is keyed to some biodynamic phase of the Moon,
it’s not actually true - to the place where she was born
and crawls up the beach (not having been on land since
she was born - they find
the place again using the
Earth’s magnetic field), lays
80-120 eggs and covers them
up. And I was right beside
this huge beautiful animal
doing just that, she took 90
minutes to lay the eggs, an
incredible sight, and then she
lumbered back into the water.
Kylie: In that documentary,
apparently there’s an account
of a healing ceremony
in Madagascar, which is
something you’ve touched
upon before in your novel
The Hippopotamus. Why do
you think pseudoscientific
claims, such as holistic
healing, continue to
pervade our society, despite
advances in medicine?

things that have no real basis in evidence, because they
want it to be true, it’s as simple as that. If you’re dying of
cancer or very, very ill, then you’ll cling to a straw. I feel
pretty dark thoughts about the kind of people who throw
straws at drowning, dying men and women and I’m sure
most of us would agree it’s a pretty lousy thing to do.
Some of these people perhaps believe in the snake oil they
sell, or allow themselves to believe in it. That’s why James
Randi is so good, because he knows what magicians know
- if you do a card trick on someone they will report that
it was unbelievable, they describe the effect the magician
wanted and they miss out all the steps in between, that
seemed irrelevant because
the magician made them
irrelevant, so they didn’t
notice them. People will swear
that a clairvoyant mentioned
the name of their aunt from
nowhere, and they will be
astonished if you then play
a recording that shows that
thirty-two names were said
before the aunt’s name, none
of which had any effect on
them. That’s because they
wanted to hear their aunt’s
name, they wanted the trick
to work, so they forgot all the
failures. In the same way as
people forget all their dreams
that have no relevance to their
lives, but they mark when
they dream of someone they
haven’t met for ages that they
see the next day. I would be
astounded if everyone had
coincidences like that; yet
people say that is somehow
closed minded of me!

Stephen: Well, um, gosh,
my interpretation is no more
valid than anyone else’s but I would say in terms of
Kylie: Of course, it’s not
medicine, people want to
Stephen Fry with Hugh Laurie
just the pseudosciences
take control of their own
that pervade, there are
lives, and ironically they
also paranormal beliefs - I was wondering if you’re
seem to think that they are taking control of their lives
surprised that the same beliefs exist today?
more by using so-called complementary or alternative
medicines, than by using orthodox medicine. In
Stephen: No, I am not surprised. I hope I know enough
other words, they think it’s a statement of originality
about history and human nature to agree that there
and individuality. To you and me it seems selfis one born every minute, and to know that there is
evidently ridiculous, this um, um, what do they call it?
desperation to make sense of things, and making sense
Homeopathic medicine? It is so preposterous, and yet
of the universe isn’t easy. Making sense of our own
some people I know and respect insist on believing it.
lives isn’t easy. There are different ways of doing it –
The powers of the placebo are so strong that it may
by observing people, by reading novels and poetry, by
be morally wrong to call homeopathy a lie, because the
looking at paintings, listening to music, allowing our
moment you say it then a placebo falls to pieces and
minds to concentrate on the experiences we had and the
loses its power. I am a great believer in double blind
observations we’ve made about how people behave.
random testing, which is the basis of all drug testing.
Then in a wider sense we can look at the world
People still insist on things like holistic healing, and
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and make observations about how animals behave
and what they look like and why they look like it, why
rain falls, and all kinds of phenomena that occur, and
we can do this by observation, experiment, repetition
and understanding. This is essentially what we
call the scientific method, the empirical method.  
Or, we can cheat - we can just say there’s an invisible
person that makes it happen, or the stars tell you, or it’s all
predestined, or it’s something to do with an inborn power
of the mind. In other words, we can be lazy, instead of
bothering to find how numbers work or observing how
animals behave, we just say it’s all according to some
cosmic vibration. Sad, but people naturally want to cut
corners, much as water wants to go the shortest route
to the sea - so human beings want to find the shortest
route to the truth, but unfortunately that takes them to
the great ‘Ocean of Bullshit’ that lies out there, and to
all those people prepared to make money out of them.
All the cold-reading clairvoyants, and the nonsensical
astrologers and absurd ESP merchants and other such
people who talk about vibrations and energies ... God,
if there’s a word that drives me mad it’s ‘energy’ used
in a nonsensical way - now don’t get me started!
Kylie: You’re the host of a TV show in the UK, called
QI - which stands for ‘Quite Interesting’. It’s been
described as a ‘comedy panel quiz’, yet it could very
well be called a show that questions illogical thinking
and dangerous beliefs - do you consider comedy to be
a ‘way in’ for people to challenge irrational thinking?
Stephen: Comedy is always about the real world.
Philosophers or religionists will make a pompous,
abstract statement and a comedian will say “is that
true on a Wednesday?” Comedians want a cut and
dried example of the facts of the world. Because
comedy is about observation - as is science - it’s about
repeatable patterns, and it’s testing some statement
that may be preposterous or may be true.

Kylie: Finally, your love of technology is well known
- you’ve written for many years on technology in
a variety of publications; you have a very popular
podcast called Podgrams that is available on your
website and on iTunes. Recently you’ve embraced
Twitter and written about the experience and have
been the focus of media attention because of it! Do
you think that your love of technology is an important
part of your appeal to your audience and what do
you hope for technological advances in the future?
Stephen: My audience all share an interest in technology
because those that don’t have stopped being my audience.
It’s about what one hopes for, and what happens. Of
course like everyone else I hope for 3-D television and
for fantastic robots I can have sex with, that then turn
into machines that clean my room. I’m a human being,
I want slavish satisfaction; I want joy and pleasure
to be brought to me by the machines. But I also love
the connections that technology gives me with other
people. I am worried about privacy, and that one day
the machines might stop and we won’t know what to do
with ourselves and not be able to cope! So my hope for
technology is that it will continue to be free and open,
and will become dominated not by business interests
as now, not by politicians, religious fundamentalists, or
maniacs, but by the general sum of humanity, whom I
think to be good and enlightened for the most part.
I know there are dark and hideous, slimy corners
of the internet, but one is able to avoid them. The
internet is like a great city, of course it has slums
and red-light districts and weird temples and
strange churches, but it also has grand cultural
palaces, remarkable museums and libraries, places of
entertainment, shops and stores, and exciting parks.
We would like to thank Stephen Fry for talking to The
Skeptic. Readers can also hear this interview in full by
visiting www.skepticzone.tv . If you would like to learn
more about the ‘Further Adventures of Stephen Fry’, you
can head to his official site at www.stephenfry.com .

Quimby’s Quill
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Mind

Body

Joanne Benhamu is a Registered
Nurse based in Sydney. A new
recruit to the skeptical scene,
she is amazed at the level of
magical thinking she is finding.
In keeping with its name, the
Festival of Mind, Body & Spirit is
nothing if not spirited. Upon entering
the Sydney Exhibition Centre, I was
met by the jingle-jangle of bells, and
air that sparkled with the stray glitter of
passing fairy wings. The hall was positively
abuzz with enthusiastic stallholders passing out
flyers, and punters eagerly filling their complimentary
carry bags with tonics, crystals, organic foods and
promotional materials. A huge queue had formed around
the Aura Images stand, where having one’s energy
field photographed seemed to be the activity du jour.
As I watched the crowd lap up the rhetoric and
jostle for treatments for vague ailments (or, more
accurately, ‘symptoms of life’), I began to wonder what
a blight on human progress it will prove to be to have
so many of us waste our ‘energies’ on products and
procedures that refuse to be held accountable to all
known laws of chemistry, physics and biology – and
which, unfortunately, have great potential to do harm.
My mind returned to the word ‘harm’ frequently
during the day. As Tim Farley’s superb website
www.whatstheharm.net shows us, the harm is very
real.  Right now, the world faces many difficult
challenges, some realised and some lurking on the
edge of our vision, threatening, but by no means
guaranteed. The return of some of the most frightening
infectious diseases that we have suffered, as well
as the potential for a deadly flu pandemic, creates
real challenges for both medical researchers and
clinicians. And yet, rather than seeking education
through vetted and verifiable sources, or consulting
medical experts with years of scientific training, droves
of people are throwing away their time and money
on unsubstantiated mumbo jumbo that has not been
answerable to rigorous standards of scientific evidence.
Remaining unanswerable proved to be a theme
of the day, as I came to see. Despite the requirement
set out by the NSW Department of Health that the
Code of Conduct for unregistered health practitioners
be displayed in any place where they practise, that
document was noticeably absent from every stall.
At a large stall offering holistic treatment for hundreds
of conditions, including cancer, I witnessed an elderly
lady being filmed by the stallholder as she hesitantly
pulled herself out of her wheelchair to try the special
footwear that he had fitted her with.  Sitting in a neat
row on top of a table was a collection of potions. She

(Wallet) $pirit
walked a few steps, and I couldn’t
shake the feeling that Peter Popoff
might leap out from behind a
curtain, yelling, ‘Jeeeeesus, ye
hath heeeeyaaaaled’. Dr Rachael
Dunlop, one of my partners in
investigation for the day, asked
the moustachioed man behind the
camera if he would be able to help
her friend who had recently been
diagnosed with cancer. He swiftly
responded, ‘Yes’, and, with great
flourish, pointed to the row of bottles,
assuring us that those exact bottles were
what her friend would need. A consultation
and then a liquid diet would be required,
altogether incurring a cost of $12,000 for one year.
The result, he declared: the cancer would go away.
A burgeoning new trend in the world of
Complementary & Alternative Medicine is the
promotion of so-called alkaline water. This centres
on claims that the pH of the body is becoming
increasingly acidic due to exposure to environmental
toxins and poor lifestyle. A large sign in front of one
stall invited passers-by to ‘ask how water can cure
incurable diseases’. We pressed the stallholders
for more information about how this worked, and
whether it could cure our friend’s cancer. They
speedily back-pedalled from their claims, offering
vague explanations about it helping the immune
system, neutralising acid, and detoxifying the body.
Their bizarre logic and aggressive demeanour led
us to quickly retreat, but not before one of them
tapped Australian Skeptics vice-president Richard
Saunders on the shoulder, and with a great chuckle,
proffered that the aspartame-laden gum that Richard
was chewing would soon give him brain cancer.
Several stalls offered live blood analysis, a
pseudoscience claiming to diagnose illness by analysing
a drop of blood under a microscope. After the diagnosis,
punters are encouraged to buy the supplements on
display. We asked the stallholder how it worked and
whether they could use it for HIV or other viruses,
like swine flu.  We were told that it coats the cell,
creating a barrier so that nothing can get in. When I
enquired about how things that need to get into the
cell, like oxygen, can do so, he looked at me blankly
and told me that the barrier only lasted for an hour.
At the end of the day, standing at the doors
of the Sydney Exhibition Centre, I couldn’t help
but wonder, would such enthusiasm would be on
show for a festival grounded in real science? Are
we no longer interested in scientific evidence, and
only able to absorb vague ideas based on ethereal
notions of energy, auras, chakras and harmony with
nature? What kind of harm threatens humanity if
we continue to allow the celebration, and indeed the
commercialisation, of the unfounded cure-in-a-bottle?

Article

Breast is Best
Dahliyani Briedis is a committee member of the Victorian Skeptics and panel member
on The Pseudo Scientists podcast. Having completed her BSc, she is now studying to be
a high school teacher so she can inspire the next generation with science and maths.

Breasts. Boobs. Tits. Knockers. Melons. Hooters.
and (this is my favourite) delayed return of menstruation
Fun bags. Gazongas. Shirt potatoes. Mammalian
which can act as a natural contraceptive. On the other
protuberances. Personal flotation device. Breasticles.
hand, babies who are not breastfed have a higher risk
Chesticles. The girls. The twins. Bert and Ernie. Maryof cot death, have a higher likelihood of allergies, and
Kate & Ashley… Jugs. Milk shakes. Milk shooters.
may have an increased risk of juvenile diabetes and heart
Milk factories… Personally,
disease later in life2. To put
I call them “Milkies”, at
it simply: “Breast is best”.
least I do when I’m talking
The number of breastfed
to my daughter who sucked
infants has changed
on them for two years.
dramatically over the last
Breasts are there to produce
century. Although most
milk, and not just any old milk,
Australian newborns were
the perfect milk. The perfect
breastfed at the beginning of
milk for the perfect little person
last century, by the 1970’s the
who will be drinking it. But
number of breastfed babies
why am I talking about breasts
had dwindled to less than
in a skeptical journal (other
50%. I imagine this was due
that everyone likes to think
to the development of infant
about breasts)? It’s because I
formula which replaced
perceive that misconceptions
straight cow’s milk, though
around the act of breastfeeding
I doubt that anyone in their
have arisen and are being
right mind could convince
propagated to the public.
themselves that formula was
The alternative to
better than breastmilk. The
breastfeeding is bottlefeeding
number of breastfed babies
with expressed breastmilk or
has risen since the 70’s, with
infant formula, a substance
2004-05 showing 83% of infants
designed to taste and act
being breastfed when they
like breast milk but which
were discharged from the
is derived from cow, goat or
hospital3. Ok, so that seems
Dahliyani Briedis with her daughter
soy milk. For simplicity, I’ll
better, but in reality many
just talk about breastfeeding
of those children will only
versus infant-formula feeding, although most of the
be fed exclusively on breast milk for less than the
benefits of breastfeeding apply to bottlefeeding with
recommended minimum length of time. The World
breastmilk. Breastfeeding has repeatedly been shown to
Health Organization (WHO) recommends exclusive
be more beneficial than feeding with infant formula, in
breastfeeding for the first six months, and breastfeeding
a continually growing number of ways. These include
supplemented by solid food for up to two years or
protecting the baby from illness and infections, providing
beyond4. These recommendations take into account all
hundreds of ingredients necessary for a growing baby,
the scientific research and long term studies.  There is no
aiding in the baby’s development of eyesight, speech,
doubt in any scientific or pseudo-scientific communities,
cognitive development, and promoting a special bond
and even infant formula companies, that breastfeeding
between mum and bub1.  Not to mention the benefits to
is the best option. So why were only 32% of infants
aged up to six months, the minimum recommended
mum if she breastfeeds, such as getting her body back in
age for exclusive breastfeeding, breastfed in 20015?
shape quicker, reduced risk of ovarian and breast cancer,
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In a modern world where we are obsessed with
what is best for our health, how is it so many women
do what is ‘not best’ for their children? My answer
to this question is education; education at home, in
the hospital, through the media, and at schools.
Before I continue about the education of breastfeeding
(or lack thereof), let me first explain why there needs to
be any education at all about how and why to breastfeed.
Breastfeeding is a lovely and natural act, but it is a
learned behaviour, and can be difficult to do. And I mean
painfully difficult. Think cracked nipples, infected milk
ducts, screaming and sleepless babies… and that’s on
top of the mother’s sleep deprivation, exhaustion, and
pain after giving birth. If a mother doesn’t feed her baby
for the right length of time, at the right frequency, in
the right position, or if she gets too stressed, too
hormonal, not enough sleep, or even eats the
wrong things, all sorts of problems can occur
with the supply of milk. Many mothers
find they are in too much pain or have
too little milk and resort to formula, but
a large number of these mothers could
have avoided those problems if they
had been given the right information
about breastfeeding in the first place.  
Mothers have a hard enough time
making choices without having to
feel guilty about them. It is not my
intention to point fingers and make
any individuals who have chosen to
bottlefeed to feel bad. I am simply
concerned with the public view
of breastfeeding, and that there
are mothers who may have
continued to breastfeed if they
had been more informed (oh,
and also with the mothers
who claim that it’s “better”
to give up breastfeeding for
so and so reason just as an
excuse to give up something
they don’t particularly want to do
– which is fine, just don’t lie about it!)   

Education at Home and
in the Community
With 1.3 average children in Australian households
(in 2001 and reducing as we speak)7, it’s obvious that
most children aren’t learning about breastfeeding from
their own mothers. Back in the day when humans lived
in tribes and communities, children would have been
around breastfeeding women all the time and picked
up techniques without effort, and even if children paid
no attention to nursing mothers in their own household
they would be sure to get all the help they needed when
the time came for them to feed their own baby. With

families increasingly moving and living away from their
parents, the likelihood that breastfeeding will be learnt
from home slides away into the distance. Not only that,
but breastfeeding women often report that some people
in their community find the act of breastfeeding offensive
and give the mothers rude looks or comments. In these
cases it is the ignorant strangers and family members
who need to be educated rather than the mother.

Education in the Hospital
There is usually one voluntary information night that
expecting mothers can attend, but at that stage
the information is almost useless because
absorbing information on something you’ve
never even tried to do before is terribly
inefficient.  When a woman feeds her baby
in the hospital, or goes home after the
birth, she gets one-on-one advice from
a trained nurse, midwife, or even
lactation consultant. WHO launched
the Baby-friendly Hospital Initiative
in 1991, which aims at improving
maternity services to increase the
likelihood that mothers will exclusively
breastfeed their babies. It is fantastic to
see this implemented, but the system still
tends to breaks down on the individual
level, with nurses and midwives not
being trained correctly or having their own
agendas. I have come across many cases
(if not all, with the exception of my own)
in which women have received very bad
advice, from trained professionals, which is
seriously outdated, biased by the nurse or
midwife’s personal opinions, or not explained
with enough care. The upshot of this is that
new mothers are walking into breastfeeding
practically blind, and are likely to make the
mistakes that will result in the use of formula.

Education through the Media
Groan… When has the media ever taught us anything
accurate? OK, The Simpsons taught me half of what I
know, but even that brilliant show fails terribly when
it comes to breastfeeding. Over the two years of
breastfeeding my own child I kept a keen eye out for
the boob on the tube, but I only noticed a few cases
where the breast was used instead of the bottle. Look
in any children’s book and you’ll find a baby in their cot
or pram with a bottle in their mouth. There are many
celebrities hailing the wonder of the breast, but there
are just as many seen filling up the bottle.  The media is
certainly not the place to turn for an accurate portrayal
of reality, and why should it be? A large proportion of
the content in the media is advertising. The regulations
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of the advertising of infant formula have been tightened
in recent years, but not before the advertisers managed
to create false ideas, such as: infant formula is easier for
mothers, helps babies sleep longer, and prevents colic, etc.

Education in Schools
Is there? In biology I learnt that mammals breastfed
their young. In Health Ed I learnt that you might be
pregnant if you miss your period. I don’t remember
anything about human breastfeeding. Do you?
I’ll end with what prompted me to write this article in
the first place, excerpts from a letter from my old friends,
The Australian Breastfeeding Association, requesting
a donation for their “Teaching Our Kids”8 cause:
Dear Dahliyani,
‘Breastfeeding is rude’ commented 9 year
old Olivia in a class discussion.
‘Can’t she afford bottles?’ added her friend when
looking at a picture of a breastfeeding mum.
Please help us to show Olivia, and all Australian
school children, about the importance of breastfeeding
by donating now to ABA’s Teaching Our Kids Appeal.
Throughout Olivia’s school years breastfeeding could
be touched upon in a unit on mammals (breast milk
is the normal food for human babies), Renaissance
art (many examples of breastfeeding), science (growth
and immune factors in human milk), and economics
(cost of artificial milk feeding to the Australian
economy). At the same time her peers, including
her future partner, would also be learning these
and other aspects of breastfeeding, making it the
natural choice when they have their own children.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

World Health Organisation: Exclusive Breastfeeding
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/exclusive_breastfeeding/en/
Australian Breastfeeding Association: Why Breastfeeding is Important
http://www.breastfeeding.asn.au/bfinfo/general.html
Australian Social Trends, 2007 : Breastfeeding
http://tinyurl.com/33yt6k
World Health Organisation: Exclusive Breastfeeding
http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/exclusive_breastfeeding/en
Australian Social Trends, 2001 : Breastfeeding
http://tinyurl.com/r5ae9f
Australian Breastfeeding Association: Not Enough Milk?
http://www.breastfeeding.asn.au/bfinfo/lowsupply.html
Australian Beauro of Statistics: Household and Family Projections
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/3236.0
Australian Breastfeeding Association: Teaching Our Kids
http://www.breastfeeding.asn.au/subs/donate.htm
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Statistics on Breastfeeding
Around the World
Region

Percentage of infants
(< 6 months) exclusively
breastfed (2006)

Sub-Saharan Africa

30%

Middle East/North Africa

26%

South Asia

45%

East Asia/Pacific

32%

Latin America/Caribbean

*

Central Europe/Russian
Republics, and Baltic States

19%

Industrialized Countries
Developing World

*
37%

UNICEF Statistics. Breastfeeding and complementary feeding.
Proper infant feeding practices are key to child survival. 2007
* Data could not be calculated due to missing data from > 25% of countries in the region.
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BEAST FLU ENZA
Will someone call the ambulance, I’ve been exposed to the flu of swine,
and the luck of those who catch everything; that luck will sure be mine,
when the bird flu hit some time ago, I caught that and got quite sick,
I know doctors didn’t detect it, but, sometimes they’re pretty thick.
I had all the symptomatic symptoms, the coughs and pains and aches,
but my sneezes were the give-away, sometimes that is all it takes,
I sneezed like a sickly seagull, and had a cough like a choking chook,
if that’s not the atypical bird flu, well please, prise me off the hook.
This time I’ve already been grunting, just like a disenchanted porker,
and I can feel it in my nasals, that I’ve caught a rip-roaring corker,
it’s a side-effect of that global warning, and the rising of the seas,
which brought it in from Mexico, no doing a hat dance if you please.
It was mad cow in the nineties, from which I only just survived,
with still some niggly udder trouble, which this swine flu’s revived,
and R.S.I. in the seventies, I caught a terrible dose of that,
I don’t know why I’m susceptible, like my obesity which makes me fat.
Now I’m worried about my ice shelf, I think it might have shifted,
when this depression depressed me, well, I thought the weight lifted,
now the pigs have come home to roost, and brought their pesky flu,
don’t know how I’ll get through this year, I swear. And how are you?
JIM WILSHIRE

Jim Wilshire is The Rhymekeeper
26 original poems including ‘The Digger’, a tribute to our ANZACS
Filmed on location along the beautiful Murray River,
The Rhymekeeper gives you some of the best of Aussie
rhyming poetry together with breathtaking scenery.
Although Jim has been writing rhyming poetry since before he left school,
it was only relatively recently that he discovered the true magic of rhyme.
Simply put, when you read or hear a rhyming poem, you take an active
role in it when the back of your brain starts guessing what each rhyme
might be. This rewards you with the thrill of success or the surprise
of the unexpected, but either way you are taking part in the poem.
Jim Wilshire is The Rhymekeeper PAL DVD, just $25.00 (incl. p&p)
by contacting Jim at jimwilshire@hotmail.com
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Ghosts in Adelaide
The night that the Skeptics ventured to the Old Adelaide Gaol
Alison Oborn is a Torchlight Tour Guide in South Australia and also
investigates reports of hauntings. Her web site ‘Paranormal Field
Investigators’ can be found at www.paranormalfieldinvestigators.com

“Can you take a Torchlight Tour?” asked the
lady who works at the Old Adelaide Gaol. “It
is a Sydney show that wants to podcast it.”
“Yes that’s not a problem, I would be happy to” I
replied, content to be able to help the Gaol receive just a
little more of the publicity that the Old Girl truly deserves.
It wasn’t until I was sitting at my computer a
week or so later that the full enormity of what I had
agreed to, struck me. ‘An email from the manager?’ I
pondered at how unusual that was, so I quickly opened
it. I almost choked on the coffee I was drinking as
the content of the email hit home. The Skeptic Zone
podcast... cold fingers of dread spread throughout my
body and the coffee mug slowly sank back down to the
desk. Slumping back in my chair, I wondered whether
I was the right person to do this. Here I was, not only
a tour guide telling ghost stories, but also a paranormal
investigator and I was supposed to go out and face
a large group of skeptics and come back alive. Panic
didn’t describe the feeling at that very moment! Why
was I suddenly feeling like a lamb to the slaughter?
There was nothing for it, it was time to visit their
website and see what it was I would be facing. And
so it was that I watched some interviews with Richard
Saunders. I couldn’t help but warm straightaway to
this person. Here was a skeptic that acknowledged
the difference between scepticism and cynicism. Here
also was a person who seemed to be happy that people
have their harmless beliefs and fun, as long as they
were not hurting or scamming others. Here at last
was somebody on the ‘other side of the fence’ who
gave a strong impression of being approachable. I
felt a twinge of excitement at last about the tour, I was
starting to look forward to meeting these people and
as the day approached, this feeling only increased.
So it was that Richard and Rachael arrived at the Gaol
and we sat down for a chat. Again I was reassured by
their warmth and sense of fun and thank them both for
their help in putting a very nervous tour guide at ease!
Finally the moment had come. There I stood in front
of around 20 people, all hardened skeptics, that I was
about to give a ‘Ghost’ tour to. So how did it go? Did
I get out alive? Did they tear me apart? Well…actually
no. My fears were totally unfounded. They were the
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most wonderful group of people I have ever given a tour
to. They tolerated my shaking voice at the beginning,
they lapped up the history, were polite with the ‘ghost’
stories being told and most of all, they had a great sense
of fun. They just sat back and enjoyed the night for
what it was. I have to put this down as one of my most
enjoyable tours and for that I am grateful to them as, like
a performance, it is not only the performer that makes
a show successful, it is very much the audience too.
I am asked on most of my own interviews… “What
would you like to say to the Skeptics?” On every
interview I have expressed the same thoughts on
this. If they are healthy skeptics and not cynics then
I welcome them and their opinions. A lot of these
people have a great wealth of knowledge and at the
end of the day, whether you agree with their views or
not, it is all about educating ourselves. Learning how
equipment works properly if at all, learning about
photography, learning about tricks of both people
and mind. Only then can we have a better and more
informed evaluation of any evidence that we think we
may have captured. If we can learn what is natural and
not just blindly believe everything, then who knows,
maybe one day we can come up with that strong piece of
evidence that can truly stand up to the hard questions.
My thanks go to Richard, for not only helping
to put me at ease on the night, but also for sparing
some of his time to answer these questions for us.

Richard Saunders gives his
point of view of the tour
I travelled to Adelaide with Dr Rachael Dunlop to help
celebrate the occasion of her father, Col. ‘Moose’ Dunlop
being awarded an OAM for service to veterans through
the Royal Australian Regiment Association, and to
youth, particularly through Operation Flinders. A proud
moment indeed for Rachael and her family. But I would
never let a trip to another city slip by without thinking of
some sort of skeptical activity, especially when it could
involve the local skeptics. When Rachael told me that
the Old Adelaide Gaol runs torchlight (ghost) tours, I
was delighted. Soon the local skeptics had set up an
event via www.meetup.com and we booked the tour.
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Rachael and I arrived an hour before the tour was
to start, to chat with and interview our host Alison
Oborn for the Skeptic Zone podcast. We found her to be
surprisingly open-minded for a paranormal investigator
and she even sympathised with some of the problems
faced by us skeptics when dealing with the hardened true
believers. “Many people come here expecting to see a
ghost”, she said, “...well, we cannot guarantee that!”
Soon the rest of our party arrived including long time
local skeptic Laurie Eddie, who as it turns out used to
work at the Gaol.
Off we set, wandering through the grounds and
buildings of the Gaol, stopping at regular intervals to
hear Alison tell the sometimes heartbreaking stories
of past inmates. We also were told chilling stories of
ghostly activity and strange unexplained events such
as sightings and the sounds of footsteps coming from
empty buildings. It would be all too easy for those so
inclined to let their imagination run away with them.
The Gaol at night can seem quite creepy, especially
when entering the hanging chamber, knowing it

was here that people were sent to their deaths.
The fact that the ghosts were a bit thin on the ground
(or in the air) on the night of our tour did not matter in the
least. We were given the chance to explore a wonderful
piece of South Australian history and learn much of the
life and times of the some of the unfortunate souls who
ended their days behind the forbidding walls of the Old
Adelaide Gaol. The tour was a delight and we were in
capable and knowledgeable hands with Alison Oborn.
Next time you’re in Adelaide, give the tour a go and
tell them the Skeptics sent you!
Conducted History and Torchlight tours are by
appointment only and for a minimum of twelve people.
Day Tours $7.00
Torchlight Tours $20.00
www.adelaidegaol.org.au

Alison Oborn leads the skeptical group into a hanging chamber
before demonstrating the Cat o’ Nine Tails with Richard Saunders
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TV Psychics
Jon Donnis from BadPsychics.com is an author and editor of the UK’s largest
online skeptical network with sites covering various areas of paranormal claims,
including psychics and mediums, ghosts and paranormal groups, homeopathy
and healing claims, as well as a media outlet called BadPsychics TV (BPTV).

I recently came into possession of a document
that details the legal constraints that a psychic/
medium must abide by when appearing on an
entertainment program which features mediumship.
The document surprised me, due in part to exposing
what a TV psychic can and
cannot say. If anything, the
document made me think
twice about the whole
media industry of psychics.
Have I been wrong all this
time about TV psychics
and mediums? Could all
my previous criticisms
of these performers have
been skewed by not
knowing all the facts?
Let’s take a look
at the document and
play devil’s advocate,
let’s try and see things
from the other side of that murky fence. After all, if we
can’t do that then we are not truly acting in a way that
befits the counter-claims that we as skeptics make.
The header of the document states
categorically and in bold lettering:
Subjects that CANNOT be discussed
This is followed by the first of the ‘rules’:
No discussion of living children and
no one under 18 to be read.
This is pretty fair, in my opinion. Involving children
in readings is dangerous, either by giving them a reading
or talking about them. We know that children are more
open to coercion. I have no problem with this ‘rule’.
Avoiding vulnerable people seeking
answers to traumas/bereavements; e.g. ‘I
am coming to the show to find out how my
Dad died – I have been in counselling but I
really need to contact him to help me’
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Surely everyone who visits a psychic, either on a one to
one basis or as part of an audience, would want an answer
regarding someone who has died; it is what mediums
and psychics say they can do. This could explain why
a medium will rarely if ever answer direct questions
regarding the deceased,
but does that in fact play
into the frauds’ hands?
If there is one way to see
through a psychic act, it
is to ask direct specific
questions regarding a
dead relative, but if they
are legally not allowed
to reply then should we
really criticise them?
No life-changing
advice e.g.
financial, health
or relationshipbased; e.g. ‘I need to know whether to sell
my house now or wait till next year’, ‘I have
cancer, will I get over it?’ or ‘Should I marry my
fiancé or is someone better out there for me?’
The problem with any psychic giving such advice
is that they leave themselves open to legal action if the
client was to follow their advice and it did not work out.
By preventing the psychic from making such predictions
or giving such advice, they are being protected.
No medical advice about the person or any
relatives or other people e.g. ‘You have
one bad leg and the other one is going to
have the same problem in six months’.
This is a rule that psychics will fly very close to;
they will make vague claims regarding someone’s bad
back, or to an overweight person suffering with chest
problems, but they are not allowed to predict problems.
Steer clear of diagnostics and ‘healing’ as this
takes you in to the realms of giving advice
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and purporting to be real (which requires
post-watershed and due objectivity).
So unless the TV show is airing after 9pm (in the UK)
the psychic needs to stay clear of any such claims. Again
this does cut down on what the psychic is able to say.
You are not qualified to diagnose animal health
conditions so you would have to keep this to
pretty basic pet behavioural issues. E.g. ‘Your
parrot doesn’t like Terry Wogan on the radio
- that’s why he squawks in the morning’.
Surely no psychic is qualified to do any of the
things that they claim to do! No psychic in history has
ever categorically proven any paranormal claim.
No specific predictions – keep all comments general;
This is one of the main problems: as skeptics, we
often criticise psychics for making general comments
to people, but if those are the only things that they are
allowed to say, should we really be blaming them for
simply following the rules placed in front of them?
Avoid terms such as “proof of ....the afterlife
etc.” – always have some people who are
believers and non-believers in the programmes.
The problem here is that the average nonbeliever is more likely to be a cynic instead of
a skeptic, so despite trying to sound fair, this
actually works in the psychic’s favour.

So there we have it: some rules which would hurt
the psychic if they were real, and some which help.
So where does this leave us, as skeptics? Well, it leaves
us in the same place we were before, but perhaps with a
bit more understanding of how TV mediumship works.
I accept that TV readings and performances by
psychics will have to follow certain guidelines which could
help the skeptics’ accusation that they just make general
comments and cold read. However I have witnessed
TV mediums in live shows away from TV cameras and
restrictions, and their act isn’t any better; they do not
suddenly have a deeper insight into the lives of people or
of the dead they claim to hear. If anything, it is easier to
explain how a reading is done away from TV cameras.
In over five years I have analysed many readings,
whether they are simple Tarot readings or deep
mediumship readings. I have yet to see or hear a single
reading that could not be explained by cold or hot reading.
So do I accept that TV mediums face a tough
time whereby they have to follow restrictive rules
which could in turn be interpreted by skeptics in a
negative manner? Well, yes. But I also accept that
away from these restrictions the very same psychics
and mediums do not improve; away from selective TV
editing their flaws are exposed and their methods are
transparent, but only if you know the tricks yourself.
Cold Reading is not the 100% explanation; skeptics
should never claim blindly that every medium or psychic
is just cold reading.  I have learnt first hand from my own
mediumship course that this is not always the case.
But we should also remember that throughout history,
when all the opportunities to cheat have been removed,
100% of psychics/mediums have failed 100% of the time.

Skeptoid is a weekly science podcast
dedicated to furthering knowledge by
blasting away the widespread pseudosciences
that infect popular culture.
Each weekly episode focuses on a single
phenomenon — an urban legend, a paranormal
claim, alternative therapy, or something just plain
stupid — that you’ve heard of, and that you probably
believe in. Skeptoid attempts to expose the folly of
belief in non-evidence based phenomena, and more
importantly, explains the factual scientific reality.
From the sublime to the startling, no
topic is sacred, politically incorrect though
that may be. 62,700 weekly downloads.

http://skeptoid.com
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Barnett’s Blunders
Theo Clark is a former teacher who now writes science curriculum in Queensland.
He is the co-author of Humbug! The Skeptic’s Field Guide to Spotting Fallacies
in Thinking and produces a podcast Hunting Humbug 101. He still tells
people he’s a teacher rather than a bureaucrat. www.skepticsfieldguide.net

In January this year, UK broadcaster Jeni Barnett went on
account is a myth and distortion, if not an outright lie.
air with an anti-vaccine rant that provided ample fodder
You’d have to look far and wide to find someone in
for “spot the fallacy” in my podcast Hunting Humbug 101
science-based medicine who holds “the notion that we’re
(co-hosted with my father Jef Clark). Barnett spouted
all the same”. Yet this kind of assertion is frequently
fallacies in rapid succession – she was a machine gun set
made by those with an anti-science bent. It’s true that
to automatic fire.  This kind of rant led to our coining the
medicine cannot yet be completely individualised. With
WTF? fallacy – the advocate’s claim is so error ridden
further scientific progress, one day it likely will be.  Until
that one would not know where
then, the scientific approach to
to begin in trying to analyse it.
public health involves looking at
To be fair, I try to reserve the
how a medicine works in general,
WTF? fallacy for those who wear
across a population. And of
Aluminium Foil Deflector Beanies
course, whenever there is data that
to stop government mind control.
allows for more specific targeting,
Barnett’s not quite there … yet!
a treatment is tailored to the
Barnett exemplifies the
individual as much as possible, with
common “reasoning” of antiprogress being carefully monitored
vaxers - I refer readers to
and regimes adapted as needed.
Scaremongering and the Streisand
Barnett continues: “... that you
Effect by Kylie Sturgess (The
have to be inoculating children
Skeptic, 29/1) for background
with this MMR jab” … “Jab”
information. My commentary is
is used as a weasel word – an
by no means exhaustive, because
emotionally loaded label used to
an exhaustive commentary
boost one’s position or to denigrate
would be too exhausting; I’d
the opponent’s position. As a
wear my shovel out. I’ll deal
commenter on our website noted,
with the most obvious examples
“jab” is also a colloquialism.
that jumped out at me.
However, Barnett’s tone makes it
Jeni Barnett can be heard on UK radio LBC clear she is (unconsciously) using
The broadcast and transcript
of what Barnett said is available
“jab” dysphemistically, trying to
through links found at http://layscience.net/node/485.
add a negative emotion to her point. As Jef pointed out
The first two minutes of
in our podcast, if we were to say, “assaulting” instead
Part 1 are very impressive for their “fallacy density”.
of “jabbing” in the same tone as Barnett, there would
Barnett says: “The fact is, the notion that we’re all
not be any noticeable difference in conveyed meaning.
the same...” Who holds this notion? The “medical
She finishes her introduction with some “big pharma”
community”, presumably. Those with an anti-science
paranoia: “….and always at the back of it, in my head is,
mentality seem to love propagating this straw man
‘Hold on a minute, there’s a drug company that’s making
factoid. A factoid propagation occurs when the advocate
lots of money out of it’ ”. The fallacy here is impugning
asserts the truth of a proposition that is commonly
motives – the advocate makes an unwarranted claim that
assumed to be true, when it is not in fact established as
the opponent has devious motives. In this case – and she
true. And a straw man is when the advocate attacks a
says as much on more than one occasion – Barnett implies
weakened, exaggerated, or over-simplified form of the
that drug companies are not to be trusted, because of their
opponent’s position, instead of the actual position.
profit motive.  Therefore, we should assume that whatever
The claim that doctors don’t take individuals into
a drug company says cannot be trusted. She continues:
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And I always get really anxious when I hear ... “Banishing
measles from Europe in 2010 may have been dashed
by poor vaccination rates in a handful of countries”.
You cannot have your cake and eat it. You cannot be
putting rubbish and carp in food endlessly and looking
at the rise of asthma and obesity and then turn round
and not say, “Look what’s happening with measles”.
This is Barnett’s modus operandi - a stream of
consciousness and non-sequiturs. Barnett is talking off the
top of her head and out of her, well, you know... Her antiscience sentiment is very clear. Amongst this breathless
tirade she inserts “cake eating”, “carp”, “asthma” and
“obesity”. These are red herrings – irrelevant topics
introduced into a discussion in order to divert attention
away from the topic under consideration. I doubt that
this is a deliberately deceitful tactic on Barnett’s part.
I’m hard pressed to find any evidence of intentionality.  
Nevertheless, the effect of mentioning these unrelated
“evils” of science is to take the listener off the specific
point she is discussing. Further, by associating vaccines
with these other, unrelated, supposed evils, Barnett
poisons the well. She is also our moral superior:
... I made a calculated decision that I didn’t want to go
there [vaccination]. And it isn’t a decision that’s made
easily. It’s a lonely decision, if you’re not part of the
herd, if you’re not mooing with the other cows or baaing
with the other sheep, if you’re wanting to stand alone,
it’s a very lonely business standing under a tree in a field
all on your own saying, “I don’t want to do that”.
Sanctimony occurs when the advocate makes an
unwarranted claim that his or her position is morally
superior to the opponent’s position. The above is
not a direct assertion of moral superiority, to be sure.
However, the implication (by virtue of her tone as
much as her words), is that she is a brave, independent
and free-thinking person because she decided not to
vaccinate. Therefore, if you vaccinate you are just a
mindless automaton, blindly following the directives of
your masters, one of the cows or sheep she refers to.
Of course, she isn’t as alone as she claims. She is
standing in a field with a herd of like-minded anti-vaxer
sheep – bovinae stupidcretinus. And how convenient - here
comes a telephone call from one of them. (Note: calling
anti-vaxers stupid cretins is not an ad hominem fallacy.
It would be, if I was saying they are wrong because
they are stupid cretins. But I’m saying they are stupid
cretins, and they are wrong because of the stupid things
they say.)  Barnett’s first caller Tracy is guilty of further
factoid propagations, unfounded generalisations, weasel
words, a false cause fallacy and more. She points out she
is a homeopath; it is therefore no surprise when we see
that she is living in a deluded, ignorant and dangerous
fantasy world. Reading this next section it is clear that
this world is also one of simple-minded certitude – where
beliefs are unshakable and remain unchanged even in

the face of overwhelming contrary evidence. Examples
of Tracy’s intransigence have been underlined:
... I inherently knew, that it must be wrong to be putting
toxins and poisonous material into a young baby’s body
... It’s as simple as that. Mercury, formaldehyde … live
viruses that are cured in monkeys’ kidneys. How can that
be right for your child? ... You’ll have people … saying,
“Why? Aren’t you being irresponsible?” You’ve got the
doctors, you’ve got the health authorities; you know you’ve
just got to take the bull by the horns and confront that on a
daily basis ... But I’m a very strong-willed person anyway.
... It all came from initially just thinking, “Do I want to do
this?” And it all started with that very first thought. And
d’you know what? The more you investigate it, the more
you find out about it. ... I’m not saying that for everybody
it’s going to be as straightforward and as straight cut as
I was able to make that decision myself. But I just knew,
from the beginning, that it was the wrong thing to do.
From the beginning, Tracy had an aesthetic aversion
to vaccination. She rationalised this through her
“research” on the internet. Tracy found information
she wanted to find in order to avoid cognitive
dissonance. This was inevitable; she “just knew”. (I
thought “alternative types” like Tracy were meant
to be open minded? Tracy must be an anomaly. She
certainly doesn’t appear to be open-minded to the
possibility that she may be an ignorant buffoon.)
Barnett’s whole rant is about 44 minutes long and
in this article I’ve looked at less than two minutes
(plus Tracy). Lest I be accused of stacking the deck,
remember this was a “spot the fallacy” exercise;
I had no intention of finding anything positive in
what she said. Feel free to listen to the entire show
to find an example of positive reasoning from
Barnett, and if you find one please point me to it.
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What Africa Needs
A Nigerian Letter
Leo Igwe is Director of the Centre for Inquiry in Nigeria
and is a regular contributor to The Skeptic.

coming to Africa for centuries. In Nigeria, missionary
My attention was drawn to an article As an Atheist,
work is over 200 years old. In fact, some parts of Africa
I Truly Believe Africa Needs God published on 27
like Nigeria and Ghana have started sending locals to
December 2008 in the UK Times Online. I found
go and re-evangelize and bring God back to Europe and
that piece deeply flawed, shallow, narrow and
America. So which Africa is Parris really talking about?
potentially misleading. The article is a misreading
In his article Parris failed to differentiate missionary
of the situation in Africa, and a misinterpretation of
God from missionary good, or better: what appears to
what Africa needs to walk tall in this 21st century.
be missionary good. The missionary God, like all other
From his experience of living with missionaries in
gods is a myth, a sacred fantasy and an illusion, whereas
Africa and returning 45 years later to witness the work
the missionary good is real - a real attempt to spread and
of a British Christian charity, Pump Aid, that helped
propagate the ‘God delusion’. And I want to stress that the
rural Malawians install pumps and keep their village
missionary good is not an evidence for the existence of the
wells sealed and clean, Matthew Parris concluded that
missionary God. Parris just allowed himself to be carried
missionaries - not aid money or the secular NGOs,
away – or be seduced – by what he witnessed as some
and God - not education or training, was what Africa
missionary good. He refused to take a critical look at it.
needed to grow, develop and emerge in this century.
No doubt missionaries have executed many
He maintained that Christian faith was what Africa
humanitarian projects on the
required to conquer fear,
continent that have impacted
anxiety, and a tribal belief
system that has ground
“Africa does not need a new invasion positively on the lives of
Africans. But these projects,
down their individual
by missionaries or God’s things.
as helpful as they are or
spirit and curiosity.
Africa needs Good things.”
may appear to be, are Trojan
I say that nothing
Horses. They are baits –
can be further from
evangelizing weapons which
the truth! First of all,
missionaries used to get Africans to embrace Christianity.
I want to know, when Parris says Africa needs God,
Missionary schools are religious indoctrination centers.
which God is he talking about? As an atheist, he
Missionaries do not educate Africans to think for
doesn’t believe in the existence of God. So how did
themselves or to exercise and express their individual
he come about the God he thought Africa needed?
curiosity and thought. They educate Africans to become
Maybe a ‘simple pump’ in a rural community
slaves to Christianity, to accept blindly and not to question
suddenly became an evidence of God’s existence? Or the
or challenge the Christian god, doctrines and dogmas.
relative security he enjoyed near mission houses while
In most cases, missionaries locate their projects in rural
traveling through Africa? Or the missionary schools and
areas. These are places where people are desperately
hospitals in African villages. If these missionary schemes
were enough to shake or embarrass Parris’s growing belief in need. These are also places where people are very
ignorant, very gullible, and prone to being exploited.
that there is no God, then he is not a confirmed atheist.
In most cases missionary schools and institutions are
Alright, let’s assume that Parris suddenly realized
located on lands acquired and appropriated by force,
that God exists. Which God did he think Africa needed
without compensation or under false pretences like
that the continent does not already have? Is it the tribal
furthering the work of God, from poor rural peasants.
God? We have them in thousands. Or the Jewish God?
It is true that at missionary hospitals they heal the sick.
Or the Christian God? Or the Islamic God? Which
They also kill by denying women their rights to abortion
bloody deity does he think Africa lacks? None. In fact
and to reproductive health services. Missionary hospitals
Africa is filled with gods.  The black continent is a den
in Nigeria carry out forced baptisms of infants, forced
of deities. Obviously Parris meant the Christian God
conversions on death bed and forced administration
– the post-reformation and post-Luther Jesus God, and
of the sacraments on patients. It is important to note
in particular, that brand of it packaged and propagated
that, in these hospitals, missionaries heal the sick using
by European missionaries through the installation of
scientific medicine, not prayers or the power of God.  
pumps and building of schools and hospitals. At this
They provide water by installing pumps, not by striking
point I want to point out that missionaries have been
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the rock with a rod as Moses did in the wilderness, but
they will not tell Africans these truths. They will not
teach Africans the science behind their medicine or the
technology of pump installation. Instead they attribute
their work to God. So, the truth is that God has no hand
and no place in the missionary work in Africa, and
Parris was greatly mistaken to have thought otherwise.
I agree with Matthew Parris that African thought
is driven by anxiety, fear of evil spirits, of witches and
wizards, etc. The same is applicable to Christianity also,
and to all religions. Christian evangelism cannot liberate
the African mind or help cast off the crushing tribal
group-think that hampers its development. The removal
of Christian evangelism will not turn Africa into a place
of chaos, confusion and superstition. (The continent is
already a basket case, even with missionaries everywhere.)
Because Christianity is a superstition – a mind enslaving
and intellect numbing superstition. What Christian
evangelism has done and is doing in Africa is to replace
one superstitious system with another, or to reinforce
the existing ones. Christian evangelism sanctioned and
sanctified witch hunts, sexism, the persecution of gays,
oppression and discrimination against non believers,
and other atrocities and crimes against humanity.
To emerge in this 21st century, Africa does not need
a new invasion by missionaries or God’s things. Africa
needs Good things. Africa needs good governance,
good infrastructure, good roads, good schools, colleges,
and universities. Africans need sound education and
training systems that would make them think, create,

criticize, debate, invent, and innovate freely. As
Francis Bacon said: knowledge is power. Africans
need an educational program that empowers them
to discover, express and actualize their potentials.
Africa needs freedom. And this includes free mind,
free society, free speech, free will, free expression of
intelligence and free choice. Africa does not need a
religion that shackles the mind and chains the intelligence.
Africans need to rediscover and restore their humanity
and human possibilities to the center of their global
perception of ethics, education and belief systems.
Africa needs humanism, skepticism, rationalism,
positive atheism, and free thought. Africa needs reason,
not religion, not Christian evangelism or Islamism or
spiritualism or supernaturalism to experience genuine
rebirth, renaissance and transformation. A popular
adage says “catch a fish for a child and feed the child
once, teach the child how to fish and feed the child
forever”. It would have been wonderful if Pump Aid
had gone to Malawi not only to install pumps, but also
to teach young Malawians at the Polytechnics in Blantyre
or at the University of Malawi how to install pumps.
Development aid, projects and programs in
Africa should be such that they teach, educate,
inspire and empower Africans to fish (not catch
a fish for Africans) so that the people on the
black continent can feed themselves forever.
This is what Africa needs, not God.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Association for Secular Humanism in Malawi (ASH) announces its National Conference as follows:
Date:
Venue:
Theme:
Papers:

4th to 5th September 2009
Kalikuti Hotel, Lilongwe, Malawi
Humanism, Religion and Witchcraft in Malawi
Some papers to be presented include the following-

1. Religion as an obstacle to women /gender equality in Malawi
  2. The difference between Scientific and Supernatural means of  knowing
3. Colonization, Religion and Nationalization
4. Humanism and Youth development in Malawi
5. Living without God and Humanism Values
6. Humanism in Africa with practical experience from Uganda and Nigeria
  7. The effects of unjustified Fear

FUNDING
This event is supported by the International Humanist and Ethical Union (IHEU), but the Association for Secular
Humanism is looking for donations from friends and well wishers to support local humanists to attend.
For inquiries and donations, please contact:
Mr. George Thindwa, The Executive Director, The Association for Secular Humanism,
P.O Box 2430, Lilongwe, Malawi
Tel: + 265 8888 53 150

Email: georgethindwa@ yahoo.com
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Believe It...
Stanton Friedman – Believer
www.stantonfriedman.com

1. Who are you?
My name is Stanton T. Friedman. I was trained as a
nuclear physicist with BS and MS degrees in Physics
from the University of Chicago, and spent 14 years in
industry working as a nuclear physicist on a variety of
highly classified, leading edge programs for GE, GM,
Westinghouse, TRW Systems, Aerojet General Nucleonics,
and McDonnell Douglas. These included nuclear aircraft,
fission rockets, fusion rockets, compact nuclear reactors for
space and ground applications. I have been interested in
Flying Saucers for 51 years and over the past 42 years have
lectured on the topic “Flying Saucers ARE Real” at more
than 600 colleges and over 100 professional groups in all
50 states, 9 Canadian provinces and 16 other countries. I
have appeared on hundreds of radio and TV programs,
authored or coauthored 4 books, and written many dozens
of articles besides having done research at 20 archives.
There is a detailed bio at www.stantonfriedman.com.

2. What is a UFO?
I am concerned with flying saucers, not
UFOs.  Most Unidentified Flying Objects
can eventually be identified as something
relatively conventional. I don’t care about
them. I am interested in those reports
from competent observers of objects
clearly having been manufactured whose
appearance and extraordinary flight
behavior indicate they could not have
been manufactured on Earth, and that
remain unidentified after investigation
by competent investigators. If they could
have been built here, they would have been used in the many
wars that have gone on. As a nuclear physicist I learned
a long time ago to focus, for example, on the very small
percentage of isotopes that are fissionable, not the ones that
aren’t. The basketball coach focuses on the 7-footers even
though the great majority of people are not 7’ tall. The gold
miner is happy to mine ore that has 0.5 ounce of gold per
ton of ore. Doctors focus on the very small percentage of
chemicals which can be used to treat disease, not the very
large percentage that cannot. It is the best cases that matter.
Now 21.5% of the 3201 cases tabulated in Project Blue
Book Special Report 14 had to be listed as UNKNOWNS,
completely separate from the 9.3% listed as Insufficient
Information, contrary to the false claims of the secretary
of the Air Force that only 3% could not be explained.
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3. Why do you believe in UFOs?
I don’t believe; I know. I believe chocolate tastes better
than vanilla, I believe the Dodgers are better than the
Giants. I have spent an extraordinary amount of time
reviewing evidence.  In my lectures and in the first
Chapter of “Flying Saucers and Science” I discuss details
of 5 large scale scientific studies.  I have checked and
found that fewer than 2% of the attendees have read
any. I deduce that some so called UFOs are indeed
intelligently controlled extraterrestrial spacecraft on
the basis of the many unexplainable cases from all over
the planet including multiple-witness radar/visual
cases, more than 4000 physical trace cases from more
than 70 countries and on the best abduction cases.

4. What is the best example you have
that could prove the existence of UFOs?
There is no question that UFOs exist by definition; the
question is whether any are alien space
craft. The evidence says yes. Again, I don’t
understand the question. I don’t have a piece of
a neutron star or a black hole. There is a huge
body of evidence that leads to the conclusion
that some UFOs are ET spacecraft, that the
subject of flying saucers represents a cosmic
Watergate, that there are no good arguments
against the first two conclusions.  It is hard to
compare kumquats and watermelons. Look at
the 41 excellent cases described by Dr. James
E. McDonald in his congressional testimony.
The best abduction case I know involves the
abduction of Betty and Barney Hill, as described
by myself and Kathleen Marden, Betty’s niece, in Captured!
The Betty and Barney Hill UFO Experience. I like the RB-47
radar visual case, the JAL 747 case, the Iranian Jet case, etc.

5. In your opinion, how do
you explain UFOs?
I don’t. UFOs are many different things. Many people see
things in the sky that they can’t identify. A small subset
are intelligently controlled extraterrestrial spacecraft. I
use the generic term flying saucer.  There are very large
so called Mother Ships, and many more smaller Earth
Excursion Modules. I haven’t spoken with any aliens.
I do suggest many reasons for visiting Earth, and for
the Cosmic Watergate, in my books and papers.

Os

Or Not...

Ian Bryce – Skeptic
www.skeptics.com.au

1. Who are you?
My name is Ian Bryce. I obtained degrees in physics and
electrical engineering from Monash University; then I
designed and installed satellite communications. I joined
an ambitious project to establish a space
launching service from Christmas Island,
and although the big funding never
came through, during those 6 years I
worked with the Russians in designing
the proposed vehicle, launch system,
launch complex, and trajectories. Our
detailed safety analysis met the most
stringent requirements, and now I’m
working on the safety of rocketry at
Woomera. This entails analysis and
simulation of rocket flight, manoeuvring,
rendezvous, and atmospheric
entry, plus anomalies such as loss
of control, aerodynamic breakup, and explosion.
My experience can be applied to critically assessing
physical and observational evidence for UFO’s. The reported
behaviour can be tested against larger scenarios of how
postulated space travellers might get to our solar system,
approach the Earth, conduct surveillance or sampling,
and attempt to remain hidden or reveal themselves.
In my spare time I have been a Director of the
Australian Space Research Institute, which launches
payloads on small Defence-surplus rockets. I prepared
and taught “Space Vehicle Design” at the University of
NSW. Since 1980 I have been charged with investigating
pseudoscience claims for Australian Skeptics.

2. What are UFOs?
Any aerial object which has not been identified is by
definition a UFO.  These include, as it later turns out,
planets, aircraft, lights on towers, lenticular clouds, birds,
insects, meteorites, and perhaps secret experimental
vehicles. The present discussion relates to vehicles
manufactured by an alien civilization; if such exist, they
must have been flown to our solar system for a distance
of at least 4 light-years (and more likely over 40).
Those UFOnuts who say the evidence is “unexplainable”
when they mean “unexplained” give me the pip. They
really mean “I can’t explain it today” which is very
different from “No one could ever explain it”. I have
met many such proponents, and, hoping to find real
evidence, the Skeptics ask for “your best example”. If

they put one case forward, with open minds we critically
examine it (but sadly, so far, all have failed). Their next
move is usually to hand over a book and say “Well
here are 200 sightings - they can’t all be wrong”.

3. Do you believe in UFOs?
I don’t “believe” anything, I am merely aware of evidence,
which is often overwhelming. Cosmology, astronomy, and
astrobiology show that there are billions of other planets
likely suitable for life. But this reasoning can be continued
to suggest many alien civilizations should
be more advanced than us - so we should
be able to hear their radio signals, and
vice versa.  This absence suggests a flaw in
the above reasoning - perhaps life always
multiplies until it destroys its home planet
(a message there). Any aliens could not visit
us because the long distances between stars
are difficult to cross.  To make the journey in
a lifetime, a conventional chemical thermal
rocket would require 10,000 stages - and
it would consume all the material in the
builder’s solar system. Use of ion drive,
hydrogen ram jet, laser powered solar
sail, antimatter, etc, when/if invented,
would make some improvement, but
interstellar travel just might be impossible.

4. What could prove the
existence of UFOs?
I show examples of spacecraft materials and space debris
in my lectures.  I would love to find debris that is not the
result of mankind’s own tribulations. An example was
the “Alien Honeycomb”, made famous in John Pinkney’s
book. Sadly he hung on to his money-earning delusion
long after experts recognized it as manmade. A piece
of alien debris would convince me. Alternatively, radio
signals from non-manmade sources would convince me.
And, of course, a flying saucer landing on the White House
lawn and ET walking out - that would convince me.

5. If aliens are discovered, what will
be the consequences for mankind?
When and if aliens are heard from, the religious fundies
and creationists will suffer a melt down, because their
desire for the special creation of mankind will be
smashed. Possibly aliens will provide a moral “out
group” for racists to hate, and enlarge their moral “in
group” to include their neighbours - and possibly reduce
the hatred going on now. Religious leaders will consult
their holy books, declare the aliens to be infidels, and
start a war. But the aliens will have vastly superior
technology - let us hope they also have secular ethics!
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Undercover for Cancer
Loretta Marron a.k.a ‘The Jelly Bean Lady’, is a tireless crusader against quackery
in all its manifestations. A former Australian Skeptic of the Year, Loretta also
was given the honour of awarding the Bent Spoon Prize in 2006 to the Pharmacists
of Australia for their promotion and sale of bogus therapies and ‘medicines’.
and they would lose their income and research money.
I’ve never studied physiology, but I know physics
Miracle Mineral Supplement (MMS) is sodium
and chemistry. I don’t know much about cancer, but
chlorite1 - bleach. Mixed with citric acid, it has a legitimate
thankfully I’m a survivor. I’m not religious, but I know
right from wrong. Having these attributes and being a
use as a food processing aid.2  Scientifically speaking,
member of the Queensland Skeptics was probably why
combining these two chemicals produces salt and a
I was recommended to 9’s A Current Affair (ACA) to
small amount of chlorine gas, which quickly evaporates,
expose the Mackay based cancer quack, Jill Newlands.
so it is safe to use on food. But, despite a number of
When ACA contacted me in February this year,
testimonials, there is no evidence to support any claims
I willingly agreed to help. Whether it is a television
that this concoction will kill pathogens in the blood.
show or a newspaper article, if it is about exposing
On orthodox cancer treatments Jill was adamant that
medical scams, malpractice or quackery, every health
under no circumstances should I have chemotherapy,
related story needs to feature someone whose health
because the synthesised drugs would cause my tumour to
has been compromised and who is also willing to
grow. There are two amazing drugs, Taxol and Taxotere,
talk to a journalist. The victim was Maria Werth.
used for chemotherapy. They come from the bark and
I never met Maria;
needles of yew trees. They
the first time I saw her
have been unable to replicate
was when the ACA show
them in the laboratory, so
aired in late February.
they are not “synthesised” Sadly she has secondary
forests in Europe have been
breast cancer. Hearing
grown to provide cancer
about Jill Newlands and
patients with these totally
her intravenous injections
natural and effective drugs.
of the purported cancer
Alternatively, Jill’s MMS is
cure, Miracle Mineral
most definitely synthesised
Supplements (MMS), she
and not natural, but Jill
paid $2000 for a 2-week
didn’t seem to know that.
treatment. Maria soon
Jill encouraged me
found herself hooked up
to start the treatment
Not a clinic, just a garage
to an IV bag attached to
as soon as I arrived in
a wire coat hanger that
Mackay. Until then, she
was hanging from a rusty nail in a garage under a house
recommended that I take bicarbonate of soda pills in Mackay. Four days later, she was in the emergency
twelve in the morning and twelve at night - and she said
ward at Toowoomba Hospital with blood clots.  Horrified
this would immediately stop my cancer spreading.
by what the doctors told her and by the accelerated
After my own 2003 diagnosis, my oncologist
deterioration of Maria’s health, her sister contacted ACA.
suggested I contact other cancer patients who had
I phoned Jill Newlands at her clinic. I told her
been through the treatment I was about to undertake.
that I had been diagnosed with cancer and I wanted to
Remembering this advice, I asked Jill if there was anyone
know about her treatment. She was sympathetic to my
I could talk to, and she said that Marilyn, another patient
diagnosis and was sure that she could help cure me.
of hers, was undergoing treatment later that morning
She explained that I had cancer because I have an acidic
and would share her experiences. I knew that if I could
body, which encouraged yeast to grow in me, which
include footage of a patient undergoing treatment it would
fed the estrogens, which caused my cancer. Her “very
make for a much better story. So I phoned Jill again later,
secretive” cure for cancer, she explained, has been known
when Marilyn was there and Jill passed her phone to her.
about since 1911 and the medical professionals hadn’t
Marilyn enthusiastically sang the praises of Jill and
told anyone because cancer is a very lucrative industry
her treatment and claimed that she had already been
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cured of liver and lung cancer and now the treatment
was working on her brain tumour. I asked her for
her home phone number and she gave it to me.
When the travel arrangements from Brisbane
were finalized, I phoned Jill and requested to
see her the following day. She was delighted
and said that both she and Marilyn would be
there. Early the next morning, along with an ACA
team, I was on a plane to North Queensland.
I arrived at the clinic accompanied by one of the team,
who was rigged up with a hidden camera, only to find
Jill alone. Marilyn, she explained, was unwell. She had
undergone two treatments the day before and was too sick
to come in. However, she would be in the next day. With
the camera focused on Jill, we chatted for an hour about
catheters, conspiracies, chemotherapy and cancer cures.
After viewing the footage, the ACA director wanted
me to go back again when Marilyn was having her
treatment. Using the phone number she had given
me, I contacted Marilyn at home and she said that she
was happy to meet with me the following day. So
the cameraman and I were back at the clinic the next
morning arriving at the same time as this patient.
Jill invited me to start my treatment that day. While
it was preferable for me to have a port-a-cath, I could
still have the treatment without it. She had previously
told me that she would get a nurse to help out, but she
then admitted that she did everything and that she
would be the one putting the needle into my vein.
Jill soon started Marilyn’s treatment.
I was sickened by what I witnessed.
I felt powerless to help Marilyn but I knew that
the coverage that would follow had the potential
to benefit many more people, so I put her out of
my mind and I only thought about the story.
As she worked, Jill boasted that she had two
more patients booked in for treatment in the
following weeks. All Jill’s patients are desperately
ill. They all believe that this treatment will save
their lives. Marilyn, like Maria, has advanced
cancer and both have had a catheter implanted for
chemotherapy. Like Maria, Marilyn is dying.
We were able to obtain excellent footage and
we filmed the entire procedure from start to finish.  
The experience however, had been both stressful
and exhausting. Mackay in summer is hot and
humid, so I was soon on a plane pleased to be going
home. The next day I contacted the Queensland
Health Quality & Complaints Commission and
told them what was happening to Marilyn.
A few days later I noticed a trail of blisters
heading down both my arms. I contacted my GP
who saw me later that morning and I was soon
heading for a pharmacist clutching a prescription for
FAMVIR. Witnessing this experience had given me
shingles, but thanks to an early diagnosis and this
wonderful drug I was soon on the road to recovery.

Two weeks later, the ACA trailers of a ‘Medical
Monster’ appeared nationally every hour throughout
the day and the show aired that evening.3 Thanks
to ACA, Jill’s cancer clinic had been exposed and
shut down. This ghastly quackery had clearly been
going on for some time, because after the show
aired, more patients came forward to ACA.
On 23 April 2009 the court case was in the news.4 The
Queensland Minister for Tourism and Fair Trading stated5
“Ms Newlands was ordered to pay court
costs of more than $12,000 and has also
been restrained from making any claims
she is able to treat, cure, or benefit
any person suffering from cancer”.
He also stated
“Ms Newlands has no formal
qualifications as a nurse or naturopath”.
Actually, this latter statement wrongly implies
that pseudoscientifically trained naturopaths have
similar training to nurses, and that it would be
acceptable for these unregistered practitioners to
treat cancer. It also legitimises naturopathy, in
the eyes of the public, suggesting that its practices
such as ear candling, iridology, and homeopathy,
are comparable with evidence-based medicine.
Naturopaths, some of whom are located
in our pharmacies, will continue to target
vulnerable patients with unproven products and
therapies, with the Government’s blessing.
On the positive side, the Victorian Cancer Council
has now announced a new fact sheet6 intended to
help cancer patients and their families make informed
decisions on Complementary and Alternative Medicine.
The financial outcome of this law case only required
that court costs be paid, nothing more. Whilst this
clinic can no longer treat cancer patients and can only
sell government-approved products, unregistered
practitioners, and this includes all naturopaths
and homeopaths, given this kind of judgment can
easily stay in business.  Pseudoscientifically trained
practitioners need only do a two-week internet/
correspondence course to gain formal qualifications,
which legitimises them in the eyes of the law and
patients, so there remains plenty of loopholes.
Regulatory authorities should be offering better
protection but they are clearly failing to do so.
1.

MMS http://www.health-science-spirit.com/MMS.html

2.

Food Standards Australia http://tinyurl.com/oygka9

3.

YouTube of ACA “Queensland Medical Monster”

4.

ABC News http://www.abc.net.au/news/

5.

Media Release from Queensland Fair Trading http://tinyurl.com/p8e6bg

6.

Cancer Victoria issues warnings about Cancer Quacks

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_R8S1sp2YvQ
stories/2009/04/23/2550810.htm?section=justin

http://tinyurl.com/qjoomt
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The Lord Our
Righteousness Church
Michael Wolloghan is a member of the NSW committee of Australian Skeptics, a reporter
for The Skeptic Zone podcast and an investigator of cults and strange religions.
“I am the embodiment of God. I am divinity
and humanity combined” - Wayne Bent
Four Corners, the Australian current affairs program, first
brought American cult leader Wayne Bent to my attention.
They screened “The End of the World Cult”, an intriguing
documentary, which originally aired on Channel 4 in
the UK.  In this fascinating program British filmmaker
Ben Anthony introduced us
to Bent, who had renamed
himself Michael Travesser, a
man who claims he is none
other than the Messiah.
Once an Adventist
pastor, Bent left his
denomination with other
likeminded individuals in
1987. He felt his church
had been corrupted and
subsequently created his
own Christian sect - The
Lord Our Righteousness
Church. Apparently, God
later anointed Bent as the
Messiah in July, 2000. While
Bent was relaxing in an
armchair on a relatively
uninteresting afternoon
God said to him “You are Messiah”, and he accepted.
Two women came forward to bear witness to this
alleged event. God demanded that Bent have sex with
these women, even though they were already married
to men in the sect. Bent slyly convinced the husbands
he was just following God’s orders and that they
should direct their unhappiness to God - not him.
Interestingly enough, aside from Bent,
members of his sect cannot have sex.
Bent spent nearly 20 years preparing his small
band of followers for an impending doomsday in
a remote corner of New Mexico called Strong City.
God had informed him that an apocalyptic event
would occur at midnight on 31 October 2007.
The documentary chronicled the months preceding
the apocalypse that never came, with the glazed
followers looking forward to their demise and life in
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heaven. The program showed Bent subtly controlling
his followers, spouting weak biblical platitudes and
displaying a penchant for anti-intellectualism.
Most chillingly it highlighted some sexually
inappropriate incidents involving the self-proclaimed
Messiah and some very young female followers. To
usher in the end of the world Bent was required to
perform a “Ceremony of Seven Virgins”. A female
follower explained - “I took
off my clothes and I lay naked
on my bed and he held me
and a whole new picture
opened up to me of God”.
The “Son of God” wryly
elucidated in the documentary,
“God came down on them and
told them to do it. Nakedness
is another symbol of our
relationship with God. We
are naked and unashamed”.
Fortunately, Bent didn’t
lead his disciples to suicide
like the tragic Jonestown and
Heaven’s Gate cults. And
paradoxically, even though the
end didn’t come, his followers’
dedication to him didn’t
waver but became stronger
– a perfect example of cognitive dissonance.
It didn’t take long for the FBI to
become interested in the group.
Authorities started to investigate Bent for his
highly inappropriate contact with children. He
was accused of sexually molesting two underage
girls whom he said he was only “healing”. He was
swiftly arrested in last May but Bent insisted that
the contact he had with the girls at the compound
had been acts of God, a religious experience.
He defiantly claimed his “persecution” would
bring about the end of the world and that the
investigation into his activities had brought about
the financial crisis on Wall Street.  Bizarrely he
believed God was going leave the state of New
Mexico a “burned field” because of his prosecution,
and started melodramatically starving himself.
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As expected, followers defended the actions
of their leader.
Initially Bent refused to have anything to do
with his court proceedings and claimed his protest
was a “holy rebellion”. He was arrested when he
failed to appear at his first court hearing and was
taken to a hospital for a psychological evaluation.
Another alleged “judgment day”, according
to Bent, would occur at the end of October, with
him and his followers ascending to heaven.
Not surprisingly, it didn’t eventuate.
Eventually, the alleged Messiah started
behaving himself and his trial commenced.
Dr Elizabeth Dinsmore, a child abuse expert,
testified at the trial saying that Bent may have preyed
on the two teenage girls like a sexual predator. She
alleged that Bent may have groomed the young girls
like a sexual predator does, and that he developed their
trust in him by appearing to be kind and loving.
When Bent testified at his case he admitted
that he lay in bed with and touched the sternums,
but not the breasts, of the naked young girls
and avoided any sexual activity with them.
While the jury deliberated over the matter, Bent was
interviewed by a local television reporter. The reporter
asked if he would have done what he did again – Bent,
after some odd chuckling with his followers responded
that he would, but with the State’s permission.
When the jurors returned they convicted Bent on
one count of criminal sexual contact of a minor and two
counts of contributing to the delinquency of a minor.
Of course, Bent alleged he was falsely
convicted, compared himself to Jesus, and said
he probably wouldn’t live long in prison.

He modestly wrote in the sect’s blog - “The
earth is now being prepared for its destruction, as
many voices besides my own have affirmed, but
it had to first crucify the Son of God again”.
Cult expert Rick Ross believes there are three
simple criteria for labeling a cult as “destructive”.
Firstly, an authoritarian leader that is the defining
element of the group. Secondly, there is a process of
indoctrination that largely robs people of their ability
to critically and independently think for themselves.
Thirdly, it exploits its members on some level.
As small cults and new religions appear globally,
the conviction of Wayne Bent provides us with an
understanding of the dark relationship between
sexual abuse and cultic movements. These harrowing
stories often stir the public consciousness when the
media report them, but this shadowy epidemic can
go largely unnoticed. Eruditely unmasking the rich
and complex problems these groups present should be
of important significance to the public.  Leaders that
prowl for vulnerable people, and the tactics they use
to manipulate their victims should be exposed, along
with steps individuals can take to protect themselves.
Alarmingly, a young woman named Esther
starved herself in protest against the arrest and
conviction of her messiah, Wayne Bent. Police
promptly went to the sect’s compound to remove her
from the premises and tried to convince her to eat at
a hospital. She was later released by authorities.
Hopefully Bent’s disciples won’t unnecessarily sacrifice
their lives to demonstrate their uncompromising belief in
him. No further lives need to suffer and no deaths need
to occur because of this disturbing and deluded leader.
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Where Do We Go From Here
To What Do I Do Next?
From

Kylie Sturgess
In 2006, I was interviewed about skepticism and
activism for the very first time.  It was an interview
conducted by Richard Saunders at the Australian
Skeptics National Convention, in the hallway of the
Melbourne Museum. Back then, he was the former
President of the Australian Skeptics, the creator of
a successful children’s science show, “The Mystery
Investigators” and the co-host of a online radio show,
called “The Skeptic Tank” on NetFM. We chatted about
the award I was getting, for adapting the guidelines of a
skeptical competition to meet the educational outcome
requirements of my high-school English classes.
Today, Richard Saunders is better known as “The
Skeptic” who prominently featured on Channel 7’s
top-rating TV show for 2008 - The One. I’ve since
joined him on the high-rating and internationallyknown Skeptic Zone podcast. Together, along with a
cast of eleven men and women, of various science,
education and technical backgrounds, we work to
make a difference in our communities and encourage
the next generation to question the assumptions of
pseudoscience claims and paranormal purveyors.
It’s in the spirit of those projects that I joined thirteen
other skeptics to help produce the document What
Do I Do Next? Leading Skeptics Discuss 105 Practical
Ways to Promote Science and Advance Skepticism.
In October 2007, Junior Skeptic Editor Daniel
Loxton called for renewed focus on classical skeptical
activism in an essay called Where Do We Go From
Here? Has Classic Skepticism Run its Course? which
can be found on the Skeptic.com site and heard on
the Skepticality podcast. Daniel was partly inspired
by a 2004 article written by magician and educator
Andrew Mayne, called Think Skeptically, Act Locally:
50 Things You Can Do To Encourage Critical Thinking.
Andrew Mayne was very humble about his
original document:
“I wrote that article five years ago. I really didn’t think
it would have much relevancy five months later, let
alone five years (since then I’ve been much more active
in stuff relating to science education for children)”.

Pod B l a c k C a t

But one of the wonderful things about resources like
this is how they spark a fire amongst those who feel the
same: that there should be more we can do for skepticism.
Many people must feel likewise - because the
massive response to Where Do We Go From Here?
included questions about “the next step” - how does one
become a skeptical activist? What can the “long tail”
of skepticism (as first proposed by SkeptiCamp creator,
Reed Esau, about the population dynamic of many niche
skeptical groups) contribute, and contribute well?
That next step was What Do I Do Next? Leading Skeptics
Give 105 Ways to Promote Science and Advance Skepticism
which Daniel Loxton released in March 2009. A panel of
thirteen skeptically-minded people, including author Ben
Radford of the Skeptical Inquirer, DJ Grothe of the Point of
Inquiry podcast and the Centre For Inquiry, Jay Novella
of The Skeptics Guide to the Universe podcast, Dr Eugenie
Scott of the National Centre for Science Education, Robyn
“Swoopy” McCarthy of the Skepticality podcast, Dr
Karen Stollznow, and myself. Together, we contributed
about 30,000 words of impassioned, in-depth ideas and
commentary to make this groundbreaking document.
What was it like? It was fascinating! This wasn’t
a set-in-stone polemic, but a continually shifting
and adapting text that sparked and simmered with
opinions and experiences. There is an opportunity
to give further feedback on the Skeptic.com site, and
Daniel has suggested there will be opportunities
to see the document in other languages.
Back in 2006, I was honoured to have the likes
of Richard Saunders talk to me at the Melbourne
Museum, when there were so many other well-known
scientists, authors and speakers available. These
days the opportunity to meet the minds of similarlyinspirational people and become inspired has become
easier, due to advances in technology. Hopefully
the work of Daniel Loxton will continue to motivate
us all to consider what we could all do next.

http://www.podblack.com

Science, Superstitions and Skeptical Life
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Vale Fred Thornett
All Skeptics will be shocked and saddened at the
sudden death, on April 17 2009, of Fred Thornett,
one of the towering figures of the Australian Skeptics
movement. Fred was for many years the Secretary of
the Tasmanian Skeptics, retiring from that position
early this year to enable him to spend time on another
of his enthusiasms, travelling to out-of-the-way
parts of the world and reporting on what he found
there.  Tragically, he was not able to fulfill that goal,
although he made a couple of intrepid trips and was
due to depart for Kazakhstan within a few days.
During his long and dedicated service Fred
transformed the Tasmanian Skeptics from a collection of
scattered individuals, into one of the more active of our
groups around the country. His efforts culminated in the
highly successful 2007 Annual Skeptics Convention in
Hobart, generally regarded as one of the best ever held.
Fred was also active in his community; as a Justice of
the Peace, he sat as a magistrate on committal proceedings
and he had also sat on a number of tribunals into mental
health and other matters in his working life had served
for many years in the Department of Veterans Affairs.
But merely cataloguing Fred’s accomplishments
does not tell the whole story. I don’t recall exactly
when I first met him - it must have been more than
twenty years ago - but the rather formal gent I knew
only through correspondence was not the Fred I quickly
came to know with a great deal of both regard and
affection. Yes, he could be formal when the occasion
demanded, but he was also funny, iconoclastic,
irreverent, practical, thoughtful, cheerful, pedantic,
tolerant, honourable and loyal - all the things you
need in a true friend. And he laughed at my jokes.

We were of an age, Fred coming into the world just
18 days after I did. We both grew up in rural areas,
Fred in WA, I in Queensland, both joined the armed
forces in our youth, Fred in the Army (where he later
served with distinction in the SAS) and myself in the
RAAF. Thus we had a lot in common and many were the
occasions when I called Fred to discuss matters that were
concerning me. His counsel was always to the point and
wise. I’ll miss those conversations more that I can say.
I was deeply shocked when the tragic news of
Fred’s death reached me, but I passed it on to as
many Skeptics as I could reach. The many responses
I received, telling of the little private kindnesses Fred
had afforded to individual Skeptics did not surprise
me. A chat group where Fred was prominent fell nearly
silent for weeks. That was the sort of bloke Fred was.
To his widow, Luda, and his children I express
my deepest sympathy - I can only know part of the
loss they must be feeling. The world was a better
place for Fred Thornett’s presence and is poorer
with his passing. His memory will live on with
affection in the minds of all who knew him.
May I speak for the many Skeptics that delighted
in Fred’s company and conversation. Farewell
old friend, it was a privilege to know you.

Skeptics patron Dick Smith with Fred Thornett

Barry Williams
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‘Popemobile’ Victory
Ian Bryce is a rocket scientist and Challenge Investigator for the Australian
Skeptics $100,000 prize. You can see Ian driving his ‘Popemobile’ by
visiting http://tinyurl.com/omr4f4 and http://tinyurl.com/oplr6p

In the last issue, I described the adventures
of the Faux Pope in Sydney. Now the police
charges have finally been overturned.
This Popemobile was created as a parody of the visit to
Sydney by Pope Benedict for World Youth Day – a week
in July 2008 to promote Catholicism to youth. It was a
major international event, held in a different city every
few years, attracting hundreds of thousands of pilgrims
from the host country and from around the world.
As a long-time skeptic and atheist, I organized a
protest seen at www.worldTRUTHday.org . Together
with helpers from the Secular Party of Australia (of
which I am VP) and Sydney Atheists, we built a “faux
Pope” mannequin, complete with plexiglass enclosure,
which could be mounted on various vehicles, or carried
by four people like a litter. The Pope is talking on a
big gold telephone connected to a satellite dish, trying
to contact his “invisible friend”. More photos, videos
and a Popemobile Diary can be seen at my website.
The Popemobile was decorated with explanatory
signs, the right side describing the human rights

record of the Church, and the left the false claims used
to wield power over the masses. Unlike religions,
we rational people have to back up our claims,
and references are provided on my website.
After our first tour I received a call “Is that the
Popemobile? Mr Bryce? This is the WYD Investigations
Unit of the NSW Police. We would like to talk to
you…” On 7 July, three police visited me. Their job was
to foresee possible threats to the smooth running and
safety of WYD. They had seen the video on Youtube,
and wanted to ensure I was aware of the laws and
regulations, and the need to obey police directions.
The detectives were obliged to read to me the lastminute Regulation under the World Youth Day Act
2008, which gave increased powers to authorities,
including banning behaviour which “causes annoyance
or inconvenience to participants in a World Youth Day
event”. This seemed to cause them some embarrassment,

Ian Bryce addresses the Press after his victory
Not quite the Pope... but the next best thing?
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and they hastened to add that the job of the marshals
and police was to ensure safety, not to read signs. (This
legislation was later overturned in Evans vs NSW due
to the efforts of the NSW Council for Civil Liberties.)
On driving and parking around Sydney before and
during the visit of the real Pope, we observed that the
reaction of the public was overwhelmingly positive. Even
the police who saw us, gave a friendly wave. But on our
outing of 12 July things went wrong. In North Sydney,
the Police detained me, and seemed determined to stop
my protest. They went over the vehicle but could not
fault it, and were concerned about blocked windows and
unsafe loads. I felt I was legal on
both counts. After much radio
consultation they issued a Defect
Notice putting me off the road,
for “having a roof ornament
likely to distract motorists”
under the offence of “vehicle
defect – other”. They also issued
a fine for a similar offence.
When I phoned a vehicle
inspection station the next
Monday, saying they had to
verify the removal of a roof
ornament, the manager said “Oh
that must be the Popemobile – I
saw you on TV”. Yay! We were
part of the Sydney culture!
For later outings the
Popemobile was placed on a
trailer or in a utility, and was
covered up in transit, as directed.
We were able to park at key
locations and uncover the Pope,
thus regaining some public exposure. Under police
guidance, on 19 July the Popemobile led the big NoToPope
Protest and March from Taylor Square. In all, we were out
on 7 days leading up to WYD, and at some fairs since then.
The Secular Party Popemobile appeared as a float in
March 2009 in the Mardi Gras Parade, again registered
with police. It had new signs with the slogan “Equal
Rights for All”, and quoting Benedict XVI’s pearls of
wisdom such as homosexuality being as much a threat
to mankind as climate change. It contained a live Pope,
interacting with the madly enthusiastic crowd of 300,000.
Meanwhile, with help from the NSW Council
for Civil Liberties, I decided to contest the charges
in court. We asked the Police with no success for an
explanation of the charges, because we could find no
offence about distraction, and the quoted Regulation
clauses did not make sense. I had prepared photos and
descriptions of other advertising and roof ornaments
which are designed to distract motorists, including
a large chicken on a car, and a kangaroo doing
something to a kiwi (an ethnic message there?).

It was only on entry to court for the hearing, after
nine months, that the Police provided their Statement,
and changed the charge to Clause 21, which states
that no vehicle shall “cause danger or unreasonable
annoyance to any person”. The Statement also refers
to my bumper sticker saying “Sponsor a Lion for
World Youth Day – 300,000 Christians in one stadium”,
and the sign saying “Eat My Dust Chaser”.
The basis for the annoyance was stated - the signage
on my Popemobile, which included the revelation that
the current Pope was for 25 years the Prefect (ie Head)
of the former Office of the Inquisition (now called
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith). It quotes
him “The Inquisition represented
progress…”. The Police statement
also complains that the sign
showed a replica of a medieval
torture instrument, ie a rack
- similar to those used by the
Inquisition to encourage witnesses
to assist them in their enquiries.
The Police Statement argues
that this was “annoying” to
the thousands of participants
conducting a “Stations of the
Cross” to St Leonards Park,
where I was apprehended.
There is a particular irony
here which was not recognized
at the time. Most of the 300,000
pilgrims at WYD were wearing
a replica of an earlier Roman
torture instrument – the Cross.
In fact the explicit purpose of
those walking via the site where
I was parked, and dragging a
life-size replica of this device, was to re-enact the actual
torture (crucifixion) of one of their gods at Barangaroo.  
Is not this “annoying” to all rational people?
With this switch from a road safety issue to annoying
bystanders, I prepared to argue that the Church even
today causes greater “annoyance” than my vehicle - to
the millions of children in Africa who have inherited
AIDS due to the Church’s ban on condoms, and to
those who are starving because of overpopulation
due to the Pope’s opposition to family planning.
My barrister reviewed the earlier Evans vs NSW
“annoyance” victory, and questioned the right
to switch charges at all. Thus, under pressure
outside the courtroom, the Police prosecutor
finally decided to withdraw the charge.
I regard this as a success of the right to criticise
crime veiled as religion. As well as the Christian
Church’s bloody past and present, this touches on a
major international issue, given that recently Muslim
countries successfully stopped the UN criticising
crimes by Islam such as stoning women to death.
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- BRISKEPTICON09 -

THE AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS NATIONAL CONVENTION
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION (available till 31 July)
MYTH AND MISCONCEPTION: because not all evidence is equal!
27, 28 and 29 November 2009
Hosted by the Queensland Skeptics Association Inc
www.qldskeptics.com
(The day registration cost includes catering: morning and afternoon tea and lunch)
Name(s) of person(s) attending. Please
note any dietary (eg vegetarian, coeliac,
diabetic) or other special requirements
with the attendee’s name.

Fri 27 Nov
- Free -

Day 1
Sat
28 Nov
$80

Day 2
Sun
29 Nov
$80

Both days
Sat & Sun
$160

Sat Night
Dinner
$85

TOTAL

1.
2.
3.

Total Amount to Pay ________________
NAME: ______________________________________________________
ADDRESS:

_________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
PHONE AH _____________________

BH _____________________

MOBILE ________________________

Email ________________________________

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
‘EARLY BIRD’ PAYMENT METHODS:
(Please note: There is no credit card payment facility available for ‘early bird’ registrations.)
1. By cheque

2. By direct (electronic) transfer:

Payable to Queensland
Skeptics Association Inc

Account name: Queensland
Skeptics Association Inc

MAIL TO: Queensland
Skeptics Association Inc

Suncorp BSB 484799

PO Box 1388

Account Number: 036529666

COORPAROO DC QLD 4151

BANK REFERENCE: Your name
- [SURNAME, GIVEN NAME]

Together with a copy of this form!

Once you have made your payment, photocopy this page and make sure you
send us a copy of your registration form by one of these methods:
BY MAIL
Queensland Skeptics Association Inc

PO Box 1388
COORPAROO DC QLD 4151

BY FAX

ELECTRONICALLY

07 3289 4098

briskepticon09@yahoo.com.au

I am Charles Darwin
I am Charles Darwin — ninety-nine point nine percent
There’s a little variation that I don’t share with the gent
But we share a common blueprint, which is kinda what he meant
When he came to the conclusion that we’re all of shared descent
I am Charles Darwin — what I mean is, I am Man
I’m a billion trillion accidents instead of One Big Plan
Just a step or two from chimpanzee or from orangutan
Maybe more than distant cousins, but you recognize the clan
I am Charles Darwin — I can’t help it; it’s my genes
We’re mutation and selection, see, when no one intervenes
Like a god with claimed omnipotence, or alien machines
None better and none worse than us, is really what it means
I am Charles Darwin — I was never Eden-cursed
I am just another animal, I’m neither best nor worst
From primordial beginnings, look how widely I’ve dispersed
Such a beautiful idea … Charles Darwin saw it first.
From “The Digital Cuttlefish, Vol. 1”
www.digitalcuttlefish.blogspot.com
Book available via http://www.lulu.com
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Young Australian Skeptics
Elliot Birch is a 22 year old web designer and skeptic born and raised in the eastern
suburbs of Melbourne. In late 2008 he developed the Young Australian Skeptics website
which has grown in size and scope and now boasts a bunch of dedicated members.

boobs to homeopathy to Oprah Winfrey. This is all
The Young Australian Skeptics started as a
thanks to a score of fantastic young writers with an
website for young skeptical Australian minds to
ambition to get their ideas out in the public arena.
write and discuss the issues of today. It quickly
What else could we do once we had conquered the
achieved these goals, to my amazement, and today
interwebs? Make a podcast of course! For those of you
it has become much more than just a website.
that do not know what a podcast is, it is like the radio,
Initially the Young Australian Skeptics (YAS) was
but on the internet. We saw this as a great way to get the
intended to be a social hub and resource for young
website more exposure and also as a way to ensure that
skeptics. The main premise was that anyone could post
young skeptics continue to
an article and get their
gain exposure in a global
opinion out there. The
arena. The cast of the
site also had the aim of
Pseudo Scientists podcast
educating people who had
grew even larger recently
misconceptions about what
and we are now at seven
a skeptic actually is.
members: The host Alastair
I found that much of Gen-Y
Tait and co-hosts Elliot
have no understanding
Birch (that’s me!), Jason
of skepticism or the
Ball, Dahli Briedis, Jacqui
fundamentals of science,
Williams, Tay Rush and Jack
so I wanted the YAS to
Young, keen, and only one of them has a beard!
‘The Boy Wonder’ Scanlan!
combat this as well as raise
We currently reach approximately 2000 listeners
awareness of the scientific method.  In a youth culture
per episode and we release the podcast biweekly.
where people think homeopathy and chiropractic are
We have interviewed skeptical, scientific and atheist
legit practises, a group like this was definitely required.
notables such as James Randi, Brian Thompson (from
It was at the concept stage of the website that I
the Amateur Scientist podcast), Dr John Long and
realised it wouldn’t work unless I drummed up some
Catherine Deveny. We strive to be innovative and
sort of buzz and affiliation.  So I called Terry Kelly at
unique in our segments and content and because of
the Australian Skeptics (Victorian Branch) and asked for
this we take listeners advice with high regard and act
their support, which he gladly gave me. He put me in
on it accordingly. When a listener really impresses
touch with Dahli Briedis, who is now active in the Young
us we take them on as a full member of the PseudoAustralian Skeptics, and also gave me the motivation to
Scientists, as was the case with Jacqui Williams.
keep going with the project. I also started up a blog with
By persevering to create a website that would
the aim of creating some public knowledge that the site
raise awareness we have created a community and an
was being developed. Kylie Sturgess of the Skeptic Zone
educational resource that can help young people with
podcast and Podblack blog, and Karen Stollznow, gave
their studies or just with everyday critical thought in
me, a big helping hand with promoting the YAS months
general. We will still push for the bigger interviews
before it was even in design phase! The design was a
and for the cutting edge content on our website.
collaborative work between my brother Joel Birch and
You can find the Young Australian Skeptics
me and wouldn’t be nearly as good without his help.
website at www.youngausskeptics.com and the
I was lucky to receive some fantastic articles for the
Pseudo-Scientists podcast (the official podcast of the
YAS through my blog (Skelliot’s Blog) which gave some
Young Australian Skeptics) at www.youngausskeptics.
meaty content and also a small amount of credibility.
com/category/podcast or on iTunes. We also have
On release of the website I had a measly five articles
a facebook page (search for Pseudo Scientists) which
to work with (although each article in its own right is
acts as a companion to the website and podcast with
great prose). This number has now shot up to over
extra content. Hope to see you on the website!
130 articles in five months with topics that range from
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Awarded to: ___________________________________________
This Certificate is awarded to amend the ridiculous situation whereby I was baptized as
an infant by my well-meaning parents at a religious ceremony way back in: _________,
at which time I had absolutely no say in the matter.
I note that my baptism was undertaken without my consultation, which would have been
impossible anyway, considering that I was a squawking infant not in possession of any
knowledge of either religion or reality at the time.
I have no belief in the supernatural or of any form of my existence after my death,
therefore, had I possessed my current knowledge of life at the time of my baptism,
I would have refused baptism, unequivocally and emphatically.
I now DE-BAPTISE MYSELF! There … it’s done! I didn’t even get wet. And there was no
lightning bolt from the heavens. Easy!
In consequence of which, this Certificate is now awarded to me, by me, without any other
authority, on this day:

(signed) _____________________________________________
(date) ____________________________

Article

“Illusination”
Terry Kelly is President of the Victorian Skeptics and is a hospital-based
social worker with experience in grief and trauma counseling. His skeptical
instincts have been honed by experiences with cult-like professional
development programs and outrage at the exploitation of vulnerable
grieving people by “psychics” pretending to talk to dead relatives.
Simon Taylor, a young Melbourne University Psychology
student, had a project he wanted to share with the
Skeptics. He was putting on a magical illusion show, over
nine nights, partly based on traditional “magic”stage tricks
and partly using “psychology”, and out of the generosity
of his heart he thought it
might help the Skeptics if
we were involved. So he met
with some of our committee
and after discussion we
proposed to sponsor his
show – by applying for a
grant from the Australian
Skeptics Scientific and
Education Foundation, which
gives grants for any skeptical
purpose. We applied, we
lobbied and we sweated on
their vote, which was 6-4 in
favour of granting $2,000.
We negotiated a choice
of sponsorship packages and
we settled on a deal which
included getting the Skeptics
logo on the promotional
material, manning a stall at
the entrance to the theatre
each night, him giving a
plug for us and our stall
at the end of the show,
and some other things.
For Simon, it meant some
financial security, the ability to promote the show more
effectively and to get better quality props. For us, it
meant an opportunity to do something we’d never done
before (theatre sponsorship), promote ourselves, reach
a new and possibly different audience, and advance
the causes of skepticism, curiosity and reason.
Simon felt that his show would be a good “fit” with
the aims of the Skeptics. Our committee has at times
included not only scientists but gamblers (who understand
something about maths, probability and superstition),
comedians (who have a great sense of the absurd and can
see through pretence) and magicians (who can create –
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and detect - illusion and delusion). One of his referees
was Nicholas Johnson, “The Honest Conman” who did a
presentation at our Skeptics Café last year. In fact, given
Simon’s skills in the power of suggestion, I’m still not
sure if we were actually “conned” into the sponsorship!
The almost one-man show
was at The Guild Theatre
at Melbourne University
over nine nights in March.
The Theatre’s capacity is 90
and out of a possible 810
patrons over the run, 300
would be the “break-even”
point. The total ended up
being about 550, with a
couple of nights sold-out,
so the show was considered
a success. Opening night
produced only about 20
hardy souls, but it was one
of those hideous Melbourne
nights with gale force winds,
rain, cold ... the lot. (Most
Melbourne University
students, being young, have
not seen rain before).
I thought it was a
success just because it
was so good. Most of the
Skeptics committee saw
it and enjoyed it. The
anecdotal audience responses
were almost unanimously enthusiastic. Great
entertainment , slickly presented, but also intriguing.
“How does he do that?” type comments. To explain
the content of the show, perhaps the best summary
comes from Simon’s own media release:
The first act focuses on social psychology, and the
second on cognition. Act one: How well can you read
others? How well can you influence others? Being
able to influence behaviour, detect lies and infer people’s
thoughts from non-verbal communication are some of
the most powerful skills one could have. Simon explains
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some of these principles and then the audience gets
directly involved in demonstrations of them. Before the
break, a mind-blowing twist is delivered to the audience,
who are left to ponder the show’s impact on their psyche
during the break. Act Two: What sort of relationship
does our mind have with our body? Is everything we
perceive real? Simon delves into the mysterious world
of our own perception, explores the capacity for memory,
experiments with his own pulse and shares insight
into the nature of fear. It’s thrilling entertainment
that will forever change your concept of illusion.
It involved stuff like predicting in advance which
photo out of a dozen you would choose; or were you
“persuaded” to pick a particular one? Memorising
objects the audience wrote on lists at interval. Predicting
number selections. Several people randomly punched
numbers into a calculator, multiplied them together
and the final number came up with that day’s date
every night. One patron left early because she felt a
bit faint at the sight of blood. I’m not sure if it was

entertainment, indeed the intrigue, the thinking and,
possibly, the learning didn’t end with the final curtain.
You could take it home and sleep on it. “Illusination”
was suitable for children – several went, and said they
enjoyed it - and a psychotherapist friend of mine who
is a Gestalt Therapist said there was a lot of “gestalt”
in it. But I don’t know if that is a good or bad thing!
Simon’s performance, he himself said, got better
and better as the season progressed and he was scoring
pretty much 100% “hits” every night. Crowds were
larger in the second week. After the advertising and
promotion, if the show is any good, the University theatre
mantra is that “the first week sells the second week”.
For the Victorian Skeptics, it was an opportunity
to promote ourselves and the cause of reason. We can
measure the success of this by seeing if subscriptions to
the magazine go up, or attendance grows at our monthly
“Skeptics Café” events. We did meet some new people
we wouldn’t normally have met via our usual activities.
Some people found the show by reading “What’s On
In Melbourne”, and others were from Sydney and at

Simon Taylor performing in Melbourne
real blood; Simon did appear to pierce the skin on
his forearm with a big, thick needle … but …
It has certainly changed my concept of illusion in
a fascinating way. Part of the trick certainly involves
the preparation and “grooming” (I think). I’m still
not sure whether the above media release is actually
itself part of the “con”. How much of the show is
really using “psychology” and how much is good
old fashioned magicians’ stagecraft? Using the very
word “psychology” may be a classic “misdirection”
in itself. Simon is a lovely, personable young man,
or he appears to be, but when was he “working” on
us and when was he being completely straight?
I met Simon’s father at one of the performances.
He described Simon as deserving all the success he
gets because he has worked so hard at it, and he is
extremely thorough and meticulous in his attention to
detail. At least, I was led to believe it was his father.
This was part of the joy of the show. The fun and

a loose end, after coming to town for something else.
Such folk had no idea there was any connection between
skepticism, science and “Illusination”. They were
surprised and I hope they went away thinking more
deeply. Several theatregoers were actually associated
with “magicianship” themselves and, to my surprise,
one even speculated that maybe, just maybe, “psychics”
may just possibly be on to something, perhaps. So
I told him that if he knew any that were, they might
be eligible for a $110,000 economic stimulus.
Our stall next to the ticket desk had some of
our material, such as the Skeptics info brochures on
homeopathy, the bed of nails, astrology, the Moon
Landing “Hoax”, numerology, dowsing and the usual.
There were some CDs and DVDs, including John Long’s
The Fossil Record - What Gaps? from the Melbourne
Conference; and Skeptics mugs. Almost everyone was
given a Skeptics pen (everyone says they’re good pens).
We had new and old copies of the magazine to sell, plus
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some Skeptical Enquirers. And free lollies, which was our
one flash of entrepreneurial brilliance. I think we sold
about $300 worth of stuff over the nine nights. In fact, on
one of the “sold out” nights several of the people who
were turned away stayed around our stall and bought
some of our merchandise. Our problem was that, while
we had planned a good “roster” we weren’t well practised
about how to approach people at such an event. We knew
we wanted to “engage” but we didn’t want to come across
like Scientologists, or get people annoyed. We could have
been more aggressive, but we could have been pests. We
did have some lovely interactions and at least some people
produced the “Aha” response (“Now I get it”, or “Gee I
never thought of it like that before”, or “I always thought
that, and it’s nice to talk to someone knowledgeable who
shares my view”, or “Thank goodness, I’m not the only
one”) … stuff like that. One woman had used a “water
diviner” on her property, who did, of course, actually
find water.  She was very interested to learn that there
probably was a mundane explanation for what happened.
The thing that seemed to attract the most interest was
simply our list of about 300 “Things we are Skeptical of”.
Nevertheless several committee members felt we could
have been more pro-active in terms of attracting people to
us. We should have done more planning about what to do
once we were there; and generally been more “strategic”.
We needed more “interactive” stuff. We didn’t bring our
Bed Of Nails – it is always a winner, but we thought we
might be stealing Simon’s thunder if we used that at his
show. For future events we need to get more professional
and buy attractive banners that grab attention from
across the other side of the room, as we’ve seen other
stallholders do at Teachers’ Conferences and the like.
Would we do it again? I think so. There’s a warm
fuzzy inner glow from having helped a creative, hard
working, talented, ambitious, rational, skeptical young
man on a career to who knows where, with bucketloads
of skeptical goodwill for a lifetime. Simon has since
said that he very much appreciated the support we gave
him and because of the success of this show he probably
won’t need sponsorship again. So, even if we don’t get
fully recompensed for our investment, the Skeptics can
take some pride and satisfaction for helping to kick-start
a skeptical entertainment career which will bring joy,
and maybe some enlightenment, to thousands of people
in many years to come. I think this skeptical adventure
will enhance our reputation and credibility, present a
slightly different “image” for us (not just grumpy old
“knockers”, but theatre promoters, no less) and continue
our push to engage with a wider variety of groups and
more younger people. For example, the University
of Melbourne Secular Society (see Jason Ball) and the
Young Australian Skeptics (see Elliot Birch and co) are
doing a marvellous job of spreading enlightenment
and fighting the dark forces of superstition.
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The New Laws of Skepticism
Richard Saunders, who spends more time on the
Internet than is recommended by just about any
health authority anywhere, has gathered what he is
calling ‘The New Laws of Skepticism’. These are short
quotes that may come in handy at your next dinner
party, or in the waiting room of your Naturopath.
Goldacre’s Law:
There is no alternative medicine so absurd that you
cannot find at least one doctor to support it.
Dunlop’s Law:
The more uncomfortable a person becomes
when queried about their qualifications, the
less likely they are to be legitimate.
Dianne’s Law:
A logical fallacy, blogged or published on the internet will
always attract comments and support from believers.
Scanlan’s Law:
There is a strong inverse relationship between knowledge
of gene duplication and belief in literal Creation.
Mick’s Law:
The less credentials one has, the more attention
one will be given by the media.
Birch’s Law:
The more closed-minded a person is, the quicker they
are to accuse others of being closed-minded.
Gregson’s Law:
If a belief isn’t reached through logic, it
cannot be dissuaded by logic.

Edmund’s Law:
Psychics will always have an ‘out’.
Judy’s Law:
To the believer, any evidence not supporting their
claim must be false and/or part of a conspiracy.
Henry’s Law:
The most common reply from a psychic to a skeptical
question is “It doesn’t work like that!”
David’s Law:
Psychics are always successful as long
as they are not properly tested.
Ellen’s Law:
Psychics will always claim they do not
have to prove anything to skeptics.
Sally’s Law:
To the believer, testimonials, eye-witness accounts
and ‘feelings’ are better than scientific evidence.
Abrassart’s Law:
A pseudoscience, no matter how crazy, never really dies.
Matt’s Law:
The loudness of shouting is inversely
proportional to the soundness of argument.
Scott’s Law:
No legitimate health product is sold only
through multi-level-marketing.
Saunders’ Law:
The more ridiculous the premise, the
more entrenched the belief.

The Skeptics’ Guide to the Universe is a weekly Science podcast
talkshow discussing the latest news and topics from the world of the paranormal,
fringe science, and controversial claims from a scientific point of view.

www.theskepticsguide.org
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Book Review
Heaven + Earth - Global Warming:
The Missing Science
By Prof. Ian Plimer
Connor Court, 2009 ISBN 978-1-921421-14-3
Reviewer Chris Guest
Ian Plimer’s Heaven and Earth has been a long awaited
contribution to the discussion of climate change and
the attribution of Anthropogenic Global Warming
(AGW). The cover notes call Ian Plimer “Australia’s best
known geologist”, which is no exaggeration given his
prominence as a tireless
skeptic and scientist.
Professor Plimer gives
a geological perspective on
climate change with a very
detailed and informative
narrative describing
geological, atmospheric
and solar effects on the
climate, with a surprising
emphasis on history. The
text is equation-free, and
technical jargon is kept to
a minimum but it is still
a challenging read at 493
pages, 54 diagrams and an
impressive 2311 references
and footnotes. Heaven and
Earth represents a successful
attempt to meld the “two
cultures” with history and
social issues being woven
into a scientific narrative
using the evocative chapter
titles of History, The Sun,
Earth, Ice, Water and Air.
Before I read this book,
I read the most recent IPCC
technical summary, a text
book, a popular science
book on the subject, and
the occasional academic article. Based on my reading
I had considered AGW a plausible explanation for
the climate changes of modern times. I was aware of
alternative theories that also explain these changes, such
as Friis-Christensen and Svensmark’s Cosmic Ray theory,
which I think are worthy of further scientific inquiry.
The book has three major themes: The earth is a
dynamic system that has been climactically changing for
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millions of years before humans were present; Climate
change can be explained as a ‘natural phenomenon’ and it
is naïve to assume that man affects the climate, as he does
the weather; The way that the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) do their reporting works against
scientific norms, and its findings have been adopted as
the strictures of an emerging green secular religion.
Professor Plimer presents his readers with a swathe of
extreme climates from earlier geological ages and historical
times. He summarises the studies of historical climate,
which show that temperatures were 2ºC hotter during
Roman times, and that wine was cultivated in Germany
and the UK during the
Medieval Warm Period.
A recurring theme is that
cold periods are associated
with mass extinctions and
human suffering, while
warm periods equate with
burgeoning speciation
and the highlights of
human endeavour. In the
course of this discussion
many of the failings of
the climate science work,
as represented by the
IPCC, are highlighted.
A book on climate
change controversies would
not be complete without
mention of Michael Mann’s
1000-year temperature
reconstruction, which
will be forever known as
the “hockey stick” graph.
Professor Plimer accepts
Stephen McIntyre’s critique
of Mann’s methodology.
While I don’t want to
delve into the issues of the
debate, I was disappointed
by the way the graph itself
was presented in the book
(Figure 11, p89). In the original graph the dark line of the
curve was surrounded by an exceptionally broad grey
region, showing the 95% confidence range and clarifying
that the part of the graph predating historical temperature
records was constructed with great uncertainty. In an act
of mischievous caricature, the grey confidence range in
Professor Plimer’s book is replaced with a grey hockey
stick. Below this graph is an alternative reconstruction of
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global temperatures on the same time span with the peak
of the Medieval Warming Period about 0.5°C hotter than
current temperatures. No source is acknowledged for this
graph, but it is implied that it was derived “from hundreds
of studies”. While it is fair to criticise the methodological
errors involved in Mann’s technique, why present an
alternative graph that conforms to the author’s viewpoint
without giving any explanation as to how it was derived?
A major omission from the book was a comprehensive
outline of the case for AGW. Climate modelling
is dismissed with the words (p15) “A model is not
real. A model is not evidence.” The reader is left
assuming that the hypothesis is premised only on
a recent correlation between CO2 levels and global
temperature. Other physical evidence such as
observed changes over decades of spectral analysis
of outgoing infrared radiation is ignored.
Many of the arguments made against AGW
presume that it can be refuted by past extremes
in temperature. Consider this argument:
If it is acknowledged that there have been rapid large
climate changes before industrialisation then the human
production of CO2 cannot be the major driver for climate
change. The evidence is overwhelming that another
mechanism or combination of mechanisms drives climate,
such as variations in solar activity, cosmic ray input,
orbit and terrestrial processes. This being the case, then
the whole purpose of the IPCC ceases to exist. (p87)
This misrepresents the AGW case as a denial of the
prior temperature variations. AGW proponents aren’t
suggesting that CO2 is “the major driver” in climate
change; they only suggest that it is a significant factor,
and that models can better explain recent warming trends
when greenhouse gas emissions are included, rather than
when they are excluded. Nor do climatologists dispute
that there were more rapid warming events during the
Pre-Boreal period 10 700 years ago, when the temperatures
appear to have risen by 7°C over just 50 years. Professor
Plimer refers to bizarre conditions long ago:
The proof that CO2 does not drive climate is shown
by previous glaciations. The Ordovician-Silurian
(450-420 Ma) and Jurassic Cretaceous (151-132
Ma) glaciations occurred when the atmospheric CO2
was more than 4000 ppmv and about 2000 ppmv
respectively. The Carboniferous-Permian glaciation
(360-260 Ma) had a CO2 content of about 400 ppmv, at
least 15 ppmv higher than the present figure. (p165)
The argument here is that if atmospheric levels of
CO2 occurred during earlier glaciations then current CO2
can’t be responsible for global warming. This argument
would only be valid if other conditions were similar in
these earlier periods. For example, if the atmosphere is

saturated with coolants such as SO2 after extreme volcanic
activity, then the warming effect of a high level of CO2
will be counteracted. Similarly, other factors such as the
continental drift of landmass towards the South Pole have
been blamed for the Ordovician-Silurian glaciation.
On page 380, Professor Plimer attempts to calculate
the total error of the historical temperature record:
Measurement errors [due to thermometers being calibrated,
or temperatures being reported, in whole degrees] are
±0.5°C, errors due to a siting of a Stevenson Screen
may be ±0.3°C, errors due to wood or plastic may be
±0.1°C and errors due to the urban heat island effect
may be ±0.4°C. The total errors are ±1.3°C. Therefore,
over the last century global temperatures have risen
by 0.7°C ± 1.3°C. This is a meaningless figure.
The “measurement errors” are rounding errors for
which 0.5°C is the absolute error only in the worst case.
Over a course of many temperature measurements
with different thermometers, the impact of rounding
error will actually be much less significant.  Also,
instead of these absolute error ranges, a 95% confidence
range is a more typical way to express uncertainty,
and as there are no obvious references for the other
numbers in this paragraph, it is unclear if they are
absolute error ranges or confidence intervals, and
it is not apparent why they should be added in this
manner.  Indeed 0.7°C ± 1.3°C is a meaningless figure.
These instances that I have raised may seem like
nit-picking in the context of such a large volume. It
should be stressed that I am confident that Professor
Plimer is able to write a factual narrative of the
Earth’s climatic history. However there seems to be a
recurring eagerness in this book to provide a falsifying
argument to AGW with little regard to the accuracy
of the data or the validity of the argument. While
computer modelling is dismissed as non-empirical,
back-of-an-envelope calculations of temperature
errors are used to ignore major collaborative research
programs into historical temperature records.
There certainly are valid reasons for criticising the
IPCC approach to summarising the scientific knowledge
of climate change, and the prominence of Mann’s
1000-year temperature reconstruction in the IPCC’s
Third Assessment Report was excessive, given its high
level of uncertainty. The IPCC’s process of evaluating
uncertainty is an unnecessarily opaque process. It is not
unreasonable to have doubts about this methodology
and to note that there may be political biases in it.
Does Heaven and Earth succeed in giving an accurate
summary of our current scientific understanding where
the IPCC might fail? Professor Plimer subtitles his
book “Global Warming: The Missing Science”, but one
wonders if much of this science is missing because
it is either too conjectural or too discredited.
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Book Review
Supersense:
Why We Believe In The Unbelievable
By Bruce M. Hood
HarperCollins ISBN: 978006-145264-2 289 pages
Reviewer Kylie Sturgess
Excerpts from a newspaper article, Evolution Keeps Us
Superstitious. Now That’s Lucky - The Times, 5 Sept 2006:
..Even the most rational people behave in irrational ways and
supernatural beliefs are part of the same continuum, Professor Hood
told the British Association Festival of Science in Norwich yesterday.
To demonstrate his theory he asked members of the audience if
they were prepared to put on an
old-fashioned blue cardigan in
return for a £10 reward. He had
no shortage of volunteers. He
then told the volunteers that the
cardigan used to belong to Fred
West, the mass murderer. “Most
hands went down,” he said.
… Similar beliefs, which are held
even among the most sceptical
scientists, explain why few
people would agree to swap their
wedding rings for replicas. The
difference between attaching
significance to sentimental objects
and believing in religion, magic
or the paranormal is only one of
degree, Professor Hood said.
…“I don’t think we’re going to
evolve a rational mind because
there are benefits to being
irrational,” said Professor Hood.
“Superstitious behaviour — the idea
that certain rituals and practices
protect you — is adaptive.
…“I want to challenge recent
claims by Richard Dawkins,
among others, that supernaturalism is primarily attributable
to religions spreading beliefs among the gullible minds of the
young. Rather, religions may simply capitalise on a natural
bias to assume the existence of supernatural forces.”

I’ve been following the blog of Bruce M. Hood
(at http://www.brucemhood.com), a Professor of
Experimental Psychology at the University of Bristol
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for a while now, and checking out associated projects
like his lectures and appearances. One thing about his
newly released book that caught my eye was Dr Hood’s
response to a fellow ‘Twitter-er’ (and who says sites like
Twitter aren’t useful?): “I would be really interested
in your opinion, as the thesis is controversial”.
A controversial book about belief in the supernatural?
What? Where? How fast can I get a copy of Supersense:
Why We Believe In The Unbelievable? Whether you condemn
or endorse the practice of getting products via overseas
sellers rather than waiting for a local publisher to print
them, it certainly comes in handy when you happen to be
writing your dissertation on the book’s topic at the time.
Dr Bruce M Hood’s Supersense: Why We Believe In The
Unbelievable is excellent, both for those wanting a thorough
overview on superstitious
belief, and for those happy
to enjoy a dip into issues
and ideas like creationism,
essentialism, dualism, intuitive
reasoning and its limitations
and so forth. It does not feel
as if you’re slogging through
an academic tome - there’s
too much personality for it
to be that dry. That may be
the only criticism that I could
raise, if you expected this
to be a book of just straight
facts and references.
This book is not meant to make you
feel foolish or to encourage you to
abandon your supersense [which,
as Hood defines it, covers the
naturally occurring irrational
beliefs that are a by-product of
human development]. Many
facets of our behaviour and beliefs
have no rational basis. Think of
everything that makes us human,
and you soon realize that there is
much that calls into question our
ability to be rational. Love, jealousy, humor and obsession,
for instance, are all present in all of us, and even though we
know that our beliefs and actions stemming from them can be
unbalanced, we would still not want to lose our capacity to
experience them. The same can be said for the supersense. So
embrace it, learn where it comes from, and understand why it
refuses to go away. Oh, and if you are a skeptic reading this
book, thanks for getting this far. [Supersense - page 36].
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That last part is appears to be more addressed to
readers who suit what Dr Caroline Watt discussed in a
Skeptic Zone podcast interview as ‘counter-advocates’
to the possibility of paranormal or supernatural events.
The open-mindedness that skeptics pride themselves
upon is most definitely being called upon in this book.  If
one does take on the book’s thesis that this is a ‘natural
consequence’ that results in ‘shared sacred values’ that
may not draw upon rational behaviour - then one has
to recognise that the counter-advocate stance needs
to be abandoned. This makes it a book that will make
the hard-core ‘atheist equals skepticism’ sorts blanch;
but hopefully it will not deter them from getting the
cultural and social education that Hood proffers - an
education that I think is much needed in terms of
opening up dialogue and common ground regarding
goals like human rights and consumer protection.
Whilst keen readers (and researchers) on the topic of
belief in the supernatural may have noticed that Robert L
Park’s Superstition: Belief in the Age of Science was printed
late last year, I would say Bruce M Hood’s Supersense
delves into current practices with an eager attitude and
is plainly more extensive for essentially a similar price
- and for nearly a hundred pages more. Maybe it’s my
judgment of the construction of a British as opposed to an
American text, but as an Australian, I was more ‘at ease’
with Hood’s overall tone and approach to anomalistic
psychology. As a researcher familiar with the likes of
Vyse’s seminal work Believing in Magic: The Psychology of
Superstition and the perennially popular text by Michael
Shermer Why People Believe Weird Things: Pseudoscience,

Superstition, and Other Confusions of Our Time, I would
say that this is really more akin to Vyse’s work with a
straight-forward, confident approach that reminded me
of Dr Ben Goldacre’s extremely accessible Bad Science.
Although Park’s Superstition, Shermer’s Weird Things
and Hood’s Supersense all feature personal narrative
flavoring the scientific references, Supersense draws upon
more recent news items and pop-culture references,
along with the required historical background to ‘why
we believe as we do’. That’s something Shermer, despite
the re-release of Weird Things, has not really incorporated
to a detailed extent. Supersense also features a thorough
index and footnotes that serve more than well enough
for checking the source of quotes and examples. I
should also point out that the breakdown of chapters,
structured with subheadings and occasional photos (the
chirpy-looking author standing outside a bric-a-brac
store, illustrating a rather poignant tale about the lure
of ‘collectibles’) creates a lively mixture of academic
prose and anecdotal examples. I wish more books
drew upon these strengths when structuring a text on
what can be a rather heavy psychology investigation.
It’s a book that nods to the likes of Dr Richard
Wiseman’s Quirkology: The Curious Science of Everyday
Lives and yet has a far more philosophical message
about acknowledging the pervasive but not necessarily
‘requires windmill-tilting’ superstitious beliefs
prevalent across cultures, ages and creeds. Highly
recommended if you’re sick of trying to figure out how
to politely settle some of the more garrulous distractions
of the fundamentalist ‘counter-advocate’ sort.
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Skeptics are Still Reading the Bible...
Barry Butler, in his letter (The Skeptic 29/1)
regarding Martin Bridgstock’s article A Skeptic
Reads the Bible (The Skeptic 28/4), makes some
comments which need to be addressed.
Did Jesus Exist?
Butler asserts that “the evidence for the historical Jesus
is well based”. He also maintains that the Acts of the
Apostles and Luke are written “by a man who did some
research and his history is shown to be accurate.” But
he provides no reference for support of these claims.
On the contrary, McKinsey, in his exhaustive text The
Encyclopedia of Biblical Errancy (1995) addresses this matter
in detail and maintains “there is no writing in all of ancient
history outside of the Bible that clearly refers to a man by the
name of Jesus of Nazareth. If you want to read writings about
Jesus that were written when he roamed the earth, you’ll have
to confine yourself to the Bible…”. McKinsey also quotes
Dallas theological professor, Charles Ryrie, from Ryrie’s
book Basic Theology “All that we know about the life of Christ
appears in the Bible” and even quotes apologists Henry
Morris and Martin Clark, “The only real information we have
about Christ and his life is in the four Gospels.” McKinsey
goes into great detail debunking the attempts of some
apologists who claim historicity for Jesus on the basis
of the works of the historians of the period - Josephus,
Tacitus, Suetonius, and Pliny the Younger. Space does
not allow for me to summarise McKinsey’s refutation
of these apologists but those interested should refer to
his Encyclopedia for detailed analysis of the matter.
Contradictions in the Scriptures
Butler says that “Most Christians find difficulties in
various parts of the Scriptures” because “there are what
look like contradictions, but many are capable of logical
explanation.” He misses the point. The Scriptures are
riddled with verses that are stark contradictions.
For example: For God commanded saying, Honour thy
father and mother (Matt 15:4) but, we also have: If any
man come to me and hate not his father , mother, and wife,
and children and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life
also, he cannot be my disciple. (Luke 14:26). This is not an
apparent contradiction, it is a contradiction; it is also selfexplanatory. No need to resort to the “interpretation”
of a theologian! It is also a mite disconcerting. As
Bridgstock’s article originally pointed out, the Old and
New Testaments are both riddled with contradictions,
inconsistencies, absurdities, falsehoods and poor advice.
Once again, read McKinsey if you require convincing.
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The Laws of Moses
Bridgstock mentioned that Jesus instructed his followers to
abide by the laws of the Old Testament - the Mosaic Law.
Butler insists that Bridgstock is wrong (and so was Jesus);
he says “Laws that were appropriate for the culture in which
the Hebrews lived are not mandatory for the world of the New
Testament. Jewish dietary laws do not apply to Christians.”
But Jesus, as Bridgstock pointed out, viewed the matter
differently: Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the
prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil (Matt 5:17).
Here, Jesus clearly stated that his followers must adhere
to the Mosaic Law of the Old Testament. This obviously
included the dietary laws. He also emphasised that the
Laws of Moses are to apply forever, and again stated that
the Law is not to be altered in the slightest way: For verily
I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle
shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled (Matt 5:18).
Jesus was serious: Whosoever therefore shall break one of
these least commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be
called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but whosoever shall
do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom
of heaven. For I say unto you, That except your righteousness
shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye
shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven. (Matt 5:19-20)
And: Did not Moses give you the law, and
yet none of you keepeth the law? (John 7:19)
And: For had ye believed Moses, ye would have
believed me….But if ye believe not his writings, how
shall ye believe my words? (John 5:46,47)
Just in case one remains unconvinced, Jesus labours the
same point when he orders his followers to comply with
the instructions of the Pharisees: All therefore whatsoever
they bid you observe, that observe and do… (Matt 23:3)
In a nutshell, Jesus repeatedly stresses that his
followers must comply with the Mosaic Laws. This
means a strict observance, including of the dietary laws.
Pork chops, spare ribs, egg and bacon rolls, shellfish,
and ham sandwiches are a just a few of the items
that are off the menu. There are also a few fast days
with which the followers are expected to comply.
Conclusion
The fact that Butler has read and studied the Bible
for 60 years validates Thomas Paine’s observation
“The Bible is a book that has been read more and
examined less than any other book in existence.”
Butler is not on track for his reward.
Mike Meyerson
Sydney
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Forum
We now read from the book of...
Your report on the advertisements on London
buses about the existence of God (“Australia misses
the bus”, The Skeptic 29/1) sadly misses the point.
Of course God exists! (But more about that anon.)
Sadly, Barry Butler’s rambling letter on the Bible
will do nothing to convince anyone that He does.
Space does not permit dissection of all the fallacies
in Mr Butler’s letter, so I’ll mention just some. (And
in this respect Ian Woodward’s article – “Common
Logical Fallacies” The Skeptic 29/1 – was most timely).
Having stated he is no expert on the Bible, Mr
Butler then dismisses the conclusions of “people” who
have made this their life’s work, viz. the Jesus Seminar
Scholars. Presumably they challenge his need to believe.
(“Argument from incredulity”). In a letter to the Canberra
Times (20 Jan 2009) Mr Butler argued for the “fact” of
Jesus Christ, to which I responded (22 Jan 2009)1 that
another expert on this topic Tom Harpur – formerly
professor of Greek and New Testament, University of
Toronto and an Anglican priest, and author of The Pagan
Christ – stated in the latter that the Jesus Seminar Scholars
concluded only 18% of the Gospel sayings attributed
to Jesus, and only 16% of 176 events involving him are
“actual or probable”. In his response to my letter (29 Jan
2009) Mr Butler writes, “A major presupposition of the
Jesus Seminar is a philosophical naturalistic worldview
which categorically denies the supernatural”. One can
only surmise from this dismissal that Mr Butler actually
agrees that most of the New Testament stories e.g. the
virgin birth, Jesus as a son of God, the Resurrection etc.
are in the realm of the supernatural. Also in his letter
he talks about “the words of Jesus”; hearsay evidence is
not permitted in our courts, Mr Butler – I wonder why.
A second fallacy is to cite the views of a scientist,
Dr John Lennox, in support of his case. (“Argument
from authority”). While I might be accused of
the same in citing Tom Harpur, at least the latter
might be considered a specialist on the topic.
Having stated that some “pick and choose” from the
Bible in support of their arguments Mr Butler does exactly
that (again the “Argument from authority fallacy”). My
late father, an atheist who knew his Bible backwards*,
used to invite door-to-door proselytisers of religion into
our house and torment them with counter quotes to every
quote they took from the Bible in support of their case.
The “false dichotomy” fallacy is evident in Mr Butler’s
assertion that the terrible fate of sinful, evil or corrupt
nations is a result of judgement by God, implying that
nations that “behave” will not suffer retribution.
Another of Mr. Butler’s fallacies is the “ad hominem”
one in which he attacks the Jesus Scholars and other
writers as being “far from orthodox”. At least he did

not go as far as Chris Clarke who wrote in a letter to the
Canberra Times (4 Feb 2009) – in response to a letter from
me on the role of religions in wars, abuse of children
by priests etc (2 Feb 2009)2 –“I have enjoyed meetings of
Canberra Skeptics and their company afterwards, though I
did find them in their slightly dotty earnestness to resemble
nothing so much as a chapter of the Theosophical Society”.
In response to a news report on the advertisements
on London buses, I sent the following to the Canberra
Times: it was not published – maybe the Editor was
worried about subscription cancellations! There had
also been letters around that time relating to “miracles”
as proof of the existence of God, and the Jesuits
brainwashing children. This is what I submitted.
Of course God exists! There is absolutely no
doubt God exists. The British Humanist Society
has got it wrong (Ads spruiking atheism are
preaching to the unconverted, Canberra Times,
11 February 2009, p9). But where? Only in the
minds of believers? I have yet to see one scintilla
of evidence that God exists anywhere else.
Sadly zealots have to stage “miracles” (hoaxes?)
such as blood on altar cloths or weeping Madonnas
in attempts to demonstrate the existence of God in
the real world. These stunts reinforce the faith of
believers but unfortunately also suck in the gullible.
What annoys the large majority of us non-believers
is that zealots foist their beliefs on society by hook
or by crook like (former) Senator Harradine and his
cronies. And, like Sanitarium and Hillsong Church,
get away without paying tax on monetary gain
from their businesses. So like it or not, all taxpayers
are assisting them. Moreover, donations to these
organizations – used “to further their activities” – are
tax-deductible while those to ones like the Australian
Humanists, Rationalist Society and Skeptics are not.
But most alarmingly, governments permit the
zealots to tamper with school curricula and brainwash
the emotionally vulnerable and impressionable little
children through desperate attempts to bolster their
churches’ (mostly) declining numbers. And worryingly,
certain politicians benefit from being associated with,
and supported by, organizations like Assemblies of
God and Hillsong whose membership is increasing
through very effective marketing strategies.
Dr (Ian) Pete Griffith
Canberra Skeptics Past President
1.

http://tinyurl.com/pyqvt8

2.

http://tinyurl.com/qmsftw (letter 2)

* An unfortunate choice of phrase - Ed.
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Forum
The Bible: some other
considerations for a skeptic
Our everyday language, culture and values owe much
to the Bible and the traditions which passed it on; we
should therefore understand more of the Bible than The
Skeptic has published so far. I am no Bible scholar, but
have had an amateur interest for 60 years in religions
in general and the Bible in particular having read
it, aged 16, from Genesis to Revelation to check my
English teacher’s claim there were no split infinitives in
the King James Version (KJV). So, without going into
religious implications, I take up Martin’s invitation to
supplement and modify some of his conclusions.

Which Bible?
Martin used the “Good News Bible” supplemented with
other translations, and incorrectly states that the KJV
used language that was archaic when it was published in
1611. The KJV was written just as English was emerging
as the language used by the educated; even Francis
Bacon’s key scientific works of 1605 and 1620 were in
Latin. It is not good for accurate meanings although its
archaic language sometimes sounds very modern e.g.
Luke 19:3 “Zacchaeus could not get near Jesus because
of the Press”*. Various modern revisions are as accurate
as the Good News Bible, and are better literature.

Fundamentalists and the Bible
Martin hoped to refute fundamentalist arguments, by
pointing out inconsistencies. But fundamentalist views are
not derived by a rational process and cannot be changed
by facts or rational argument. While fundamentalists
claim the Bible is “the inerrant word of God”, they in
practice use the Bible like a drunk uses a lamp post more for support than illumination. Ironically those
doing most harm to Christianity are not Atheists, but
the small minority of Fundamentalists whose views and
antics bring Christianity into disrepute; for example
Rev Danny Nalliah who recently said the Victorian
bushfires were God’s vengeance for Victoria’s abortion
laws. Such people incline Christians to pray “God protect
me from my friends; my enemies I can handle myself”.
Fundamentalists highlight the Old Testament, and
oppose abortion, which is not even mentioned in the
* The Editor laments: Oh dear, this is quite wrong! My own school
Bible, the Revised Standard Version, has “And he sought to see who
Jesus was, but could not, on account of the crowd, because he was
small of stature”, and the more seminal KJV reads “And he sought to
see Jesus who he was; and he could not for the press, because he was
little of stature”. Newspapers, media and paparazzi had not been
invented in 1611; what is clearly meant is the pressing of the crowd
around Jesus. You see how easy it is to misinterpret the Bible!
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Bible; yet they ignore some Biblical laws; for example
Leviticus 25:44 lets you buy people of other nations
as slaves; Exodus 21:7 permits selling your daughter
into slavery, Exodus 35:2 exhorts killing those who
work on the Sabbath, etc. The Bible incidentally gives
good advice on arguing with Fundamentalists, in
Proverbs 26:4: “Do not argue with a fool, lest people
not be able to tell the difference”. The fact that the next
verse says “Argue with a fool, lest he remain in his
folly” merely demonstrates Biblical inconsistency.

How do Christians regard the Bible?
Mainstream Christians base their faith not only on
the Bible; but also on tradition, and their own experience,
conscience, intelligence and understanding of the path
Jesus wants them to follow. Although the Bible was
written by inspired men, they were not writing the “words
of God”; they included ideas and attitudes peculiar to
their times, some of which had no lasting or moral merit.
Mainstream Christians follow Jesus’s advice to use their
brains in reading the Bible: “you shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your
mind, and with all your strength” (Mark 12:30) – Jesus
added “mind” to the original words of Deuteronomy 6:5.

What is the Bible?
The Old Testament’s present wording emerged between
760-100 BC and the New Testament between 48-120 AD.
Recently there has been much critical Biblical analysis,
identifying many of the original sources, and who
wrote and rewrote the books; few if any of the Psalms
were written by David, nor the Proverbs by Solomon.
Much of the Old Testament is a record of the relations
between the Jews and their God. Many authors had
agendas, so Martin is right saying you should be wary
of attempts to treat the Bible as “objective” history. But
when used critically, it is a valuable historical source,
containing the foundation myths and history of both
Israel and Judah. But myth, history and agenda are often
hard to distinguish, as most texts were written 250-800
years after the event. The two histories of Judah and
Israel were combined about 650 BC, and Deuteronomy
was written about that time, claiming to be a more
ancient document. Differing versions of events were
retained, causing some Biblical contradictions. But
the Bible is not all history; it records religious laws
and rules, songs (some erotic!), advice, philosophy,
warnings and exhortations, tales, and moral stories.
The Old Testament documents the evolution in
the Jewish understanding of God. Yahweh or Elohim
(note the plural form!) - the respective names of God in
Judah and Israel - was originally a tribal god, located
in a physical place who demanded obedience, rituals
and sacrifices, who helped his tribe and harmed their
enemies, and who showed little or no compassion.
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Forum
This was the harsh and jealous God of the limerick:
There was an old man with a beard
Who said: I am to be feared
And just call me God
And love me, you sod And Man did just that, which was weird
In the 8th century BC, starting with the Prophets
Amos, Isaiah, Hosea and Micah, the idea developed of a
moral and compassionate God uninterested in
sacrifices but requiring justice for all (even
including kings). Amos chastised those
who oppressed the poor. Israel and
Judah societies were unique in that
reproving the King was not as
suicidal as one might think ...
but it could still be dangerous,
as John the Baptist found out.
During the Exile in
Babylon (589-537 BC) the
idea grew of a universal
God who cared about the
whole world, not just the
Jews (who had now came into
contact with Zoroastrianism
and found the concept of
Satan, first mentioned in Job).  
Many OT books were rewritten,
Babylonian flood and creation
myths were included, and the books
gained final form in Babylon around 570 BC.  
Sabbath observance and male circumcision became
key elements of Jewish distinction and identity.
Many minor prophets wrote from 550-200 BC.
Chronicles was written about 250 BC, repeating
information in Kings. These, with the Book of Job
(which examined the nature of suffering and where, as
Dorothy Parker observes, God does not emerge well)
were included in the Jewish Bible when finally defined
in 200 BC. Psalms was not accepted until 90 AD.
There was considerable religious, nationalist and
political ferment when Jesus lived; the Romans executed
a dozen rebels during Jesus’s lifetime. From 70-135 AD
the Romans suppressed three Jewish revolts, and as
a final insult renamed Palestine after the Philistines,
making it part of the Syrian province and sending
most survivors into exile to join other Jews who had
spread through various Empires. This provided fertile
ground for any new Jewish religious movement.
The New Testament’s 27 books set out the life of
Jesus, the actions of his followers, and advice and
guidance in letters to Churches from early Christian
Leaders. Chronologically, St Paul’s seven authentic
letters were written first, then Mark’s Gospel (66-70 AD)
was written after Peter’s and Paul’s deaths, to record
their ideas. Much of Mark was repeated, with new

material added, in Luke (80-85 AD) and Matthew (8590 AD). The Gospel of John (90-100 AD) takes a more
philosophical than narrative approach. At the time of
the last three Gospels more epistles appeared, many
not actually written by their purported authors.
Matthew’s Gospel was written to convince Jews that
Jesus was the Messiah, using analogies understandable
to Jewish readers (the massacre of the innocents from
Passover tradition, the flight to Egypt, and the birth in
Bethlehem, where Matthew says Jesus’s parents lived).
Luke wrote to convince Gentiles, and he places
Jesus’s parents in Nazareth. There was Jewish
hostility to Christians as a heretical sect, but
destruction of the Temple in 70 AD and
the first Jewish revolt weakened the
Jews, helping Christianity spread.
There were bitter conflicts
in the early Church over how
Jewish a Christian must be, and
whether Christ was divine. The
early writings (Mark, and the
authentic letters of Paul) hardly
mention Christ’s divinity; he
is called “Son of Man”. To
give greater appeal to Gentiles,
Christianity began to apply Roman
theological terminology to Jesus.
The terms “Son of God”, “Divine”,
“God from God”, “Redeemer”, “Lord”
or “Saviour of the World” were among
the official titles of Emperor Augustus.  
Martin Bridgstock, perhaps to support his
conclusion that Bible quotes can support anything, cites
Matthew 5:17-18 to imply that Jesus endorsed all the Old
Testament: “I have come not to destroy [the law and the
prophets] but to fulfil them”.  But Jesus was not endorsing
the pre-Prophetic injunctions of the Hebrews’ tribal God –
that would contradicts the thrust of everything else Jesus
is recorded as saying. Barry Butler points out that many of
Jesus’ injunctions e.g. “Let him who is without sin cast the
first stone”, and Jesus defining “neighbour” to include the
hated Samaritans, directly changed the Jewish tradition.

Conclusion
No mainstream Christian thinks the Bible was dictated
word by word by God, as the Fundamentalists consider,
and as the Muslims believe about the Koran. Given the
inconsistencies and immoral injunctions in the Bible
you would have to be schizophrenic, or believe in a
schizophrenic God, to hold that the Bible is literally
the inerrant words of God. But, read intelligently, the
Bible is a source of comfort, inspiration and motivation
to Christians, who believe it enables them to live better
lives. That is also one of Martin Bridgstock’s conclusions.
David Goss
Canberra
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Letters

Dear Editor...
Quanta and Reality
Michael Lucht’s ‘Quantum Quodlibet’
(The Skeptic 28/3-4) is an unhelpful
summary of old confusions. Lucht
is not saying there is something
wrong with quantum mechanics,
but rather he considers there to be
a problem with interpreting it.
Quite simply, an explanation
of the real in terms of the real is
circular. We should not expect an
analysis of the real to yield the real
because this would lead to a nonexplanatory infinite regression.
A closer consideration makes the
point even more obvious. Physics
has progressed far enough for us to
have some insight into why we see
the way we do. We can see a stone
because photons are reflected or
dispersed from the atomic surface of
the stone. We see the stone’s surface
as continuous, but nevertheless we
argue that on the atomic scale its
surface and the photons reflecting
off it are discrete. What we see is not
a perfect apprehension of reality.
Lucht puzzles about explaining the
real in terms of the real, yet in just
a short paragraph it seems clear
that we don’t have a single simple
notion of what the real is. Is it the
real as we see it, or is it aggregations
of atoms which we can’t see?
When we try to imagine atoms
we do so in terms of particles - in
effect we visualize them as little
stones. And so we find ourselves in
the strange position of imagining the
parts of a stone (meaning atoms) in
terms of our imperfect apprehension
of the whole stone. We know, of
course, that this visualisation of atoms
and atomic particles is not entirely
correct because light does not reflect
informatively off one atom in the way
it reflects off vast aggregations of
atoms. It does not reflect off protons
electrons and neutrons to produce an
image, and, of course, we can’t reflect
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light off a photon to get an image of a
photon, i.e. it makes no sense to try to
visualise light! In practice, we cannot
build microscopes to build minimicroscopes and so on indefinitely.
We do not expect to find the
real when we analyse the real. We
should not expect the notions of mass
and space and cause to replicate
endlessly when we analyse the
real. We use models based on our
understanding of the real, to support
our understanding of our analysis of
the real. These models are tools which
we use when they are useful; but it is
not a philosophical crisis if photons
cannot be modelled in terms of real
objects in space. Physics is not about
finding a likeness in the real world
that explains the real world. Physics
is about drawing on our conceptual
resources in an attempt to deepen our
understanding of the real. Combining
wave and particle mechanics as a
way of solving problems about atoms
is an exercise in precisely this.

That specificity of claim puts it in
a different class from the many
nebulous, unverifiable claims on
the labels of most complementary
medicines. For if that is indeed the
product’s claim, then it follows
that the promoter must be able to
identify the toxin or toxins that are
the subject of the claim, to provide
measurements of normal and
excessive concentrations of the toxins,
and to submit evidence that the
concentration of the specified toxins is
lower after the treatment than before.
My understanding is that
detox promoters can do none of
these things. They should face
the consequences of their false
and misleading advertising. They
are sitting ducks. Go Skeptics!
Tom Biegler
Caulfield, Vic

Lawrence Trevanion
Canberra

Environmentalists

Detoxing the Detoxers
I was pleased to see Dr Rachael
Dunlop’s article on Debunking Detox
Diets in the March 2009 issue. I
have the impression, though little
evidence (perhaps Dr Dunlop can
help there), that the detox concept
is now pervasive in our society. Yet
it is so vulnerable to sceptical attack
that I am surprised that it has not
emerged as a major sceptical issue.
A detox claim, no matter how
vaguely expressed, can only mean
that the treatment removes one
or more toxins from the body.

Ian Woodward (The Skeptic 29/1)
appears to attack the environment
movement in the guise of a lesson
on logical thinking. He admits
his ‘bias’ in condemning woolly
thinking among environmentalists
and not developers, but ‘examples in
opposition far outweigh examples in
support’. In the real world, examples
of illogical thinking and claims on
the part of those seeking to profit
at the expense of the environment
and community abound.
Nowhere does Ian concede
that environmentalists play a
valuable role in society, or that their
involvement might be justified,
and he even implies they are ‘dark
age’. In the context of The Skeptic

Letters
this is to associate the environment
movement with quackery. On
the contrary, environmentalists
are fighting for sustainability, as
civilisation may collapse this century
due to key resource shortages
and fighting over those resources
exacerbated by climate change.
This vital endeavour is soundly
based on warnings from science.
Furthermore, many good sustainable
ideas, policies and technologies
result from environmental thinking.
The examples Ian produces for
each logical fallacy are poor examples,
as they lack specificity and appear to
be straw-man representations of what
a foolish person might say. I challenge
him to quote the issue and submission
made by an environment group
that includes verbatim ‘I just can’t
believe that something that big won’t
destroy the environment, so it must
be stopped’. With any major issue,
there are inevitably nimbys who are
born again environmentalists if it
helps their cause. Such individuals
can make ridiculous claims due to
bias and ignorance but they are not
genuine environmentalists. They
don’t spend much time reading and
responding to reports, and they
don’t turn up at working bees.
A further disrespect is to accuse
environmentalists of hypocrisy in
objecting to development when
they use resources themselves. In
reality, environmentalists tend not
to be the ones with oversized cars
and houses, and they have below
average levels of consumption.
Ian criticises those who cannot
accept scientific evidence if it
conflicts with their position, without
pointing out that the evidence in
reports accompanying development
proposals is often debatable and
the public should not blindly trust
it. These reports are prepared by
consultants hired by the proponent
and they are usually not peer
reviewed; they form part of the
‘grey literature’ of science. While
some consultant science is first rate,
much of it is inaccurate, and some
of it is plain wrong. All of it is open
to question in a skeptical spirit.

Overall, the one-sided tone of
the article is offensive to those who
fight for environmental sustainability
as there is no acknowledgement
that such people are ever logical.
The real world is more complex.
A more balanced approach would
have resulted in a more insightful
and meaningful analysis of the
importance of critical thinking
in environmental debates.

Critical Thinking

I read with interest the article by Dr.
Harriet Hall on psychiatry bashing
(The Skeptic, 29/1). The testwork
reported in this article concerning
the results of the use of a placebo,
sertraline and cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) were of great interest
but I could not help feeling that one
vital part of this test was missing.
Nowhere did it mention that they had
used a combination of the placebo
and CBT. I would have thought that
this was an extremely important
part of a good test especially since
it was reported that a combination
of sertraline and CBT gave 80.7%
improvement to the group tested.
After all, if the placebo/CBT
combination gave any improvement it
means even less people were exposed
to the effects of these mind altering
drugs and a saving to our Health
system. It might also mean that since
drug treatment was not involved that
the improvements might be more
longer lasting and “real” since there is
always the worry that once
drug therapy is stopped
the patient relapses.

Ian Woodward (The Skeptic 29/1)
says critical thinking ‘means a way
of thinking by which your view on
any particular matter is determined
by the evidence, irrespective of
any obscuring fluff, spin, emotion
or peer group pressure’.
No, that isn’t what critical
thinking means.
A commonly accepted
definition of critical thinking is
‘reasonable, reflective thinking
on what to believe or do’.
People don’t do anything based on
the evidence alone. People do things
in order to bring about an outcome
which matches their values, emotional
attachments, and/or preferences.
Evidence won’t tell you whether a
pristine wilderness is preferable to
technological comforts. Evidence can
tell you what impact a development
might have on a wilderness, but not
how much impact is desirable.
Critical thinkers identify and
reflect on their emotions and
values, disentangling them from
evidence. They understand other
people’s values, using reason and
evidence to negotiate outcomes
which aim for mutual advantage.
Picking through a list of
fallacies to pin on people who
don’t share your views isn’t critical
thinking, either. That’s rhetoric.
There are quite a lot of very
clever people amongst the skeptics,
I’ve found. A few of them are
highly skilled at using rhetoric
to defend their own entrenched
positions and to score points off
opponents in arguments. That’s
not being skeptical, though, and
I reckon it is boring and fruitless.
Critical thinking, in contrast, is
interesting, constructive, productive,
and starts with self–reflection.

John Griffiths
Jamberoo NSW

Paul Jewell
Adelaide

Jeff Yugovic
Mt Eliza, Vic

Psychiatry
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Heat on Global Warming
In his article under the heading
Global Warming (The Skeptic 29/1),
Mark Lawson states “As engineers
who deal with greenhouse systems
will tell you, the warming effects
of CO2 cut out at a certain point.
It is widely accepted that CO2 will
have some effect but that there is
also a saturation point.” Well, I as a
doddering old engineer, who have
forgotten most of what I learned
about heat transmission in my student
days, would like to see a source
reference given to allow Mark’s
statements to be checked. Isn’t it the
mark of a good skeptic that he gives
documentary proof of his stated facts?
I have seen similar statements
in other publications but never with
source references. I have also seen
statements to the effect that the heat
radiation captured by CO2 and reradiated back to earth occurs at a very
small band of the total heat spectrum.
Again I have not seen references that
allow the statements to be checked.
Can greenhouse proponents
explain how the last Ice Age ended
without any man-made CO2 in the
atmosphere to accelerate the process?
Did the CO2 come from the cooking
fires of the hunter gatherers of the
time? Global warming proponents
often use the “how to lie with
statistics” trick of hiding the zero level
by cutting off the bottom of the graph
in the same way that stock market
analysts do when they want to show
a highly volatile market. The global
warmers should remember that 0ºC
is an arbitrarily selected temperature
equal to the freezing point of water.
When you think about it, ice has quite
a large content of sensible heat and
is probably radiating some of it into
its surroundings. The coldest that
things can possibly get is 0 K (zero
Kelvin; 1 K = 1ºC) which is -273ºC.
Thus the average world absolute
temperature of about 20ºC is about
293 K. A fluctuation of 6ºC is thus
about 2% of the absolute temperature.
Most engineers I know would be
quite pleased with themselves if they
could achieve that level of accuracy
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in their control systems. Granted, we
humans do prefer a temperature of
293 K and might feel rather warm
at 299 K or higher. Using the Kelvin
scale it does sound much hotter, and
that might suit the global warmers.
A recent TV program about India
said that archeologists believed that
global warming and the shifting
of river beds were the causes of
the early Indian population being
forced to relocate their cities to new
places. Perhaps that is what modern
humans need to think about. Another
TV documentary told of mammoth
tusks and bones being dredged up
by fishing nets in the North Sea, from
which it was concluded that the sea
bed had once been dry land until
the coming of the end of the Ice Age.
This allowed the woolly mammoths
to cross from Europe to England
without getting their feet wet. Some
died on the way or were killed by
hunters, and that is how their tusks
and bones came to be on the sea bed.
Here is a whacky hypothesis
for some knowledgeable person to
destroy. The sun shone down on
earth for a long time and its energy
was taken up by vegetation and
turned into plant material using
photosynthesis. The vegetation was
eventually buried by thick layers of
rock and became coal seams, thus
storing below ground some of the
sun’s energy that the vegetation
had taken up over thousands of
years. After some time, along came
mankind who dug out the coal and
started to burn it in power stations
and sundry boilers over a short
period of 200 to 300 years. A coal
fired power station converts only
35% of the energy in the coal fed to
the boilers into electrical energy. The
remaining 65% of the energy from the
coal is discharged to the environment
via the boiler stack and the cooling
towers. All energy degrades to heat
eventually, so all of the energy we
are feeding into our power stations,
factories, railway trains, ships,
airplanes and motor cars is all being
dumped into the environment
and adding to the planet’s cooling
load and that is the cause of the

perceived warming, and not the
rising CO2 levels. There it is. Didn’t
I say it was a whacky hypothesis?
Now let’s see someone destroy it.
If that hypothesis is confirmed
it still means we should rethink our
energy strategies. Perhaps we need
to revert to the use of muscle power
for energy, either our own or that
of heavy draught animals. Think
of the ground pollution from the
droppings. Then again, we might
have to put some serious research
into direct use of solar energy.
Whatever energy source we use, the
energy will still degrade to heat.
Jack Hamm
Mudgee, NSW

Templar Dates
In his review of “The Templars:
History and Myth” (The Skeptic
29/1), Rob Hardy seems to have
confused the date of the defeat of
the final Jewish revolt in 135 CE
with the revolt that ended with
the destruction of Jerusalem and
the Second Temple in 70 CE.
Gary Goldberg
Silver Spring, USA

Puzzles
Answers on page 60

Cryptic Crossword

Across

?

Geoff & Richard Saunders

1. Relay chits in a panic to get
into this state (10)
6. She-brothelkeeper loses one
thousand first, man (4)
8. A little physical training is suitable (3)
10. Grind particles...and lots of them! (8)
11. Confused, pal? Or at opposite ends (5)
13. Rub fifty together, and the
result is far from clear (4)
15. Latin thing truncates picture quality (3)
17. Doctor Baker begins time over matter (3)
19. Simon’s mate’s oeuvre
could be a classic (7)
21. Rip the sleeper’s middle name (3)
22. I stick to African money to
find skeptical hero (5)
24. First try at meeting James Randi (3)
26. Question, but do process it (5)
28. Me and you and a country (3)
29. Trades five to make commercials (7)
31. Jedi Ben’s alias gets a belt (3)
32. Initial sound in xylophone number (3)
34. Fattest loses lard for big match (4)
35. Sounds like he vends compartments (5)
37. Red giant confused by slope (8)
39. One thus make equal (3)
41. Me and you and Edward
get exploited (4)
42. Fraudulent head coverings? Lies! (10)

Codes
1: Simple substitution using keyword alphabet

l wjufph’t asvt qtth lr,
li l asph’r ktfltvtp lr
2: Transposition of rows and columns. Hint: the
text was padded out to the right size with z’s

xas.idtr.enea.etrc
rlua.zenmediryrxan
ocqryedaioeziirrvz
The Editor would like to hear from anyone who:
•
•
•
•
•

Likes these puzzles, and wants more
Wants more like these - but easier, or harder
Desires assistance to solve them
Thinks this feature is a waste of space
Likes to write to editors

editor@skeptics.com.au

Down
2. To begin, someone else lets Les trade (4)
3. Record label nearly outputs sound (3)
4. O ranting, confused know-nothing! (8)
5. Note small city of angels (2)
6. @ (2)
7. Love is a way in, we hear (5)
9. Sappho took snap inside (5)
10. Enigmas emerge as my series gets tea (9)
12. Mark lost a grand vessel! (3)
14. Tribe in evil confusion (4)
16. Tops spin before pale shiner (9)
18. Gent back from ‘Nam? (3)
20. Australian icon said sorry (3)
23. Storage medium dived oddly (3)
25. Star’s mud-slinging condiments (8)
26. Why ads upset for periods of time (4)
27. Don’t know what it is...
it’s up in the air (3)
29. Ex returning gets a chopper (3)
30. 500 of the dolts replaced
by five. Shockers! (5)
33. I study small holy pictures (5)
36. Search some mosque for a reminder (4)
38. Homer shouts for bread (3)
39. What controlled Freud’s ego?(2)
40. Belonging, nearly rotten (2)
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Five

Questions

Calling
Sydney Skeptics
Want to know what’s going on in your city?
Want to keep up with skeptical events?

Join the
Sydney Skeptics Meetup Group.

\

http://skeptics.meetup.com/163
You will be notified via email of all Sydney
events such as Skeptics in the Pub, Science
Week, Ghost Tours and “Mind Body Wallet.”

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
s k e p t i c a l b d f g h j m n o q r u v w x y z

2. Why did you become a skeptic?
When I was seven I prayed for no rain so I could
attend a baseball game. I wondered if there was
another kid somewhere praying FOR rain. This
confused me no end, and started the journey.

I wouldn’t have seen it,
if I hadn’t believed it

1. What are you reading at the moment?
Bill Bruford’s autobiography, which
brilliantly explains why the music industry
is the best and worst place to work.

6x9 columns taken in order 2 3 5 7 14689

musician and podcaster.
www.geologicrecords.net

123456789
extraordi
nary.clai
ms.requir
e.extraor
dinary.ev
idencezzz

George Hrab is a skeptical

3. How do you manage all your fan mail?
Wait - fans are supposed to
write to YOU? Ahhh...
4. What would you do with $1,000,000?
I would buy all of Tim Minchin’s merchandise
so that skeptical folks would have no other
option but to buy MY crappy records.
5. When are you coming to visit us in Australia?
As soon as possible! So long as there
are no raging fires or hordes of
un-immunized kids roaming around....
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Your Stars : June 2009
Aries 19 April - 13 May

I feel that you have just
had a birthday... Am I right? You see, the stars know
all. Social plans or even family plans may need to be
put on hold, thanks to a work related development! Wow.. that
could mean anything eh? You lucky number is .0004.

With our Astrologer Dr Duarf Ekaf
Scorpio 23 Nov - 29 Nov You have the makings
of a Hollywood movie star, or at least a Bollywood
star... or how about an extra? No.. Okay, then it’s
catering for you.  Not for you?  The film industry could always
use someone to clean the toilets. There you are, a career in the
movies at last! Remember to thank your lucky stars.

Taurus 14 May - 19 June  Today is the first day

of the rest of your life. But did you know it is also the
first day of the rest of everyone else’s life on the planet?  
Strange but true and no bull, Taurus. It seems that your taste in
food says a lot about you so you should try baking a fruit cake.

Gemini 20 June - 20 July You feel that you
should have been born in another age and your
friends wish you were. How about the 1700s when life
expectancy was only about 35. Who said the past was a nice place
to live? Your luck ran out and so did your lucky numbers.

Cancer 21 July - 9 Aug You have the makings

of a great Astrologer. Then again, anyone who can
put words into a hat, mix them up and draw them out
again has the makings of a great Astrologer. Hell, that’s what I do.
Your lucky smell is that of crabs being cooked on a BBQ.

Leo 10 Aug - 15 Sept

The stars should not be
mocked, frocked, rocked or socked. Remember it
can be hard to convince a skeptic so try convincing a
believer instead... much easier... much, much easier. Oh my giddy
aunt it’s easier. Your lucky planet is in another solar system.

Virgo 16 Sept - 30 Oct

The stars say many things
about you. Well I think they do. Do you know how
hard it is to hear things that far away? I mean they are so
far you cannot get to them by car in a day! That’s what George Hrab
says and he’s a real star. Your lucky colour is puce.

Ophiuchus 30 Nov - 17 Dec

This is a time for
setting your clocks and watches. You can do this by
the stars but really, I’d call the talking clock. I had a
talking cat once, but she couldn’t tell the time. Well, she knew
when it was time to eat. The stars are now telling me to set your
clocks by the cat.  At the third meow it will be time for fish.

Sagittarius 18 Dec - 18 Jan

A new idea will
make your woman’s day. Although you can resist
everything except temptation, you know in your heart
that your heart is only a muscle and it’s your brain that knows.
But take heart, just not mine. Your lucky organs are your liver and
brain so make sure you at least try to use them.

Capricorn 19 Jan - 15 Feb

You are able to
change your future as it has not happened yet. You
can try changing your past but the stars don’t think
you’ll have any success. Please change your socks as they stink in
the past and in the future. Your lucky sport is yak racing.

Aquarius 16 Feb - 11 March

Encourage
your enemies to take ‘Homeopathic Medicine’. It
won’t hurt them but it will make them spend lots of
money on sugar and water. If you want to buy shares in a water
company, now is the time. Your lucky days are Monday the 32nd
and Thursday the 41st of any month.

Pisces 12 March - 18 April

Libra 31 Oct - 22 Nov Now is not the time to spend

time. Try spending money or better yet just give it to
me. Watch out for slick con men asking you for money
as this just may happen, or just has. Invest your money under your
bed and don’t lock the door, then send me your address.

The planets are
telling you to make little plans today. These little plans
or ‘plan-ets’ can help you come up with no end of bad
puns. Hmm, bad puns? Ever heard a good pun? If you have, let
me know and I’ll use it next time. Your lucky socks are wet.
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Are you a Skeptic?
Skeptics think critically where there is doubt.

The Skeptic promotes skepticism, reason, science, education, critical thinking, and common sense.

Skeptics analyse claims.

The Skeptic investigates paranormal and pseudoscience beliefs and
practices from a rational and scientific perspective.

Skeptics are open-minded.

But not so open that our brains fall out!

Skeptics seek the evidence.

The Skeptic publishes findings that are sometimes humorous, often sobering and always
fascinating. An informative and factual resource for the public and media.

Subscribe to The Skeptic — a magazine for skeptics, and by skeptics.
To subscribe, photocopy and post or fax this page, phone us or visit www.skeptics.com.au
Name: _________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________
Master Card

and

Visa Card

accepted

Name on Card: ___________________________________________________
Card No: ___________/___________/____________/___________
Expiry Date: ______/_______

Signature: _________________________________
1 year subscription [ ] $44.00
3 year subscription [ ] $120.00
Overseas subscribers please add $A15 per annum for surface mail, $A25 for Airmail.
Total enclosed: $_____________

The Skeptic
PO Box 262
Roseville NSW 2069
Ph: 0432 713 195
Fax: (02) 8088 4735
orders@skeptics.com.au

BRISKEPTICON09
Australian Skeptics
2009 National Convention

Dr Karl

Krissy Wilson

Peter Macinnis

Jim Allan

Barry Williams

Loretta Marron

Tony Taylor

MYTH AND MISCONCEPTION:
because not all evidence is equal!
27, 28 and 29 November 2009

Hosted by the Queensland Skeptics Association Inc
Bookings

www.qldskeptics.com

